R. Int. LLB 1: Candidates for the Integrated Degree of Bachelor of Arts/ Commerce/ Business Administration & Law [BBA, LL.B.(HONS.), B.COM., LL.B.(HONS.), B.A., LL.B.(HONS.)] must have completed Senior Secondary school Course (‘+2’) or equivalent (such as 11+1, ‘A’ level in senior school living certificate course) from recognized university of India or outside or from a senior secondary board or equivalent, constituted or recognized by the union or by state Government or from any equivalent institution from a foreign country recognized by the Government of that country for the purpose of issue of qualifying certificate on successful completion of the course with minimum of 45% of the total marks in case of general category and 40% of marks in case of SC & ST candidates in the aforesaid qualifying examination may apply for and be admitted into the five year integrated law course of the university. However maximum age for seeking admission is limited to 20 years in case of General category of the applicant and 22 years in case of applicants from SC ST & OBC categories.

R. Int. LLB 2: A student who has passed an equivalent examination from any other University or examining body and is seeking admission to a college affiliated to this University shall not be admitted without producing an Eligibility Certificate from the Sardar Patel University.

R. Int. LLB 3: (1) Students will be required to earn stipulated credits per course per semester for obtaining BBA, LL.B.(HONS.), B.COM., LL.B.(HONS.), B.A., LL.B.(HONS.) Degree as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semesters</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>Total Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(2) The credit per course is determined as one credit equivalent to one hour of study for the duration of fifteen weeks.

(3) The Workload of a faculty shall be determined considering the total number of hours of study.

R. Int. LLB 4: The students will be considered eligible for admission to next semester in respective course at BBA, LL.B.(HONS.), B.COM., LL.B.(HONS.), B.A., LL.B.(HONS.) program on attending the college at the immediate previous semester as per university norms.

R. Int. LLB 5: English shall be the medium of instruction in integrated five year course.
R. Int. LLB 6: In integrated stream of Arts & Law, Management & Law, Commerce & Law, etc as the case may be, one has to take such number of compulsory paper/ subject and such optional with Honours in Law, as the case may be, from the specified area in addition to English, as may be prescribed by the University.

R. Int. LLB 7: For appearing at the First and subsequent semester external BBA, LL.B.(HONS.), B.COM., LL.B.(HONS.), B.A., LL.B.(HONS.) Degree examination, students ----

(i) Should have kept at least 80% of attendance in the respective semester at a College recognized for teaching courses of study in Integrated Law by the University,

(ii) Should have obtained at least 40% marks in aggregate in each of the papers in the internal tests conducted by the college,

(iii) Should have presented themselves for medical examination, if conducted by the College or University.

R. Int. LLB 8: For the purpose of deciding final results at the semester Examination, the ratio between internal assessment and final University examination shall be 50:50. For the purpose of internal assessment, the college concerned will conduct at least one test in each semester. The College may also arrange quizzes, term papers, assignments etc. The 50 marks of internal assessment shall be distributed as follows—Written test 30 marks, assignment/ seminar/ project work moot court 15 marks and attendance 5 marks. The concerned College may have its own policy for giving 5 attendance marks. The college shall have to maintain necessary daily records for attendance. The duration of University external examination shall be of TWO hours except in case of Practical Papers.

R. Int. LLB 9: For the purpose of deciding final results of the Practical Papers at the semester Examination, the ratio between internal assessment and final University Viva voice shall be 50:50. For the purpose of internal assessment, the college concerned will periodically evaluate the students through Practical record. The College may also arrange assignments etc. The college shall have to maintain necessary daily records for attendance. The University external examination shall be of Viva Voice from Eminent Advocate having minimum experience of 5 years at Bar or the Judges or Law Facilities from other Universities empanelled by the Sardar Patel University.

R. Int. LLB 10: (1) Students shall study courses of BBA, LL.B.(HONS.), B.COM., LL.B.(HONS.), B.A., LL.B.(HONS.) program as per the following structure in Five Years:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semesters →</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>Total Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
R. Int. LLB 11: In order to study BBA, LL.B.(HONS.), B.COM., LL.B.(HONS.), B.A., LL.B.(HONS.), in addition, a student should have undertaken Specialized Honours courses over seventh to tenth semesters.

R. Int. LLB 12: Following are the Courses to be offered to students by affiliated Colleges/Institutions for June 2012 - (Annexure 1, 2 & 3)

R. Int. LLB 13: Candidates desirous of appearing at the Semester Examinations must forward their applications in the prescribed form accompanied by a certificate of attendance to the Registrar through the Principal of the college on or before the date prescribed for the purpose under the relevant ordinance/s.

R. Int. LLB 14: Standard of passing:

To Pass the Semester Examination, candidate must obtain
(i) At least 40% marks in the University Examination in each paper, and
(ii) At least 40% marks in the Internal assessment and Examination in each paper.

Award of Class:

(a) The Candidate securing 75% and above marks in aggregate in each semester shall be placed O (Distinction).
(b) The Candidate securing 68% to 74% marks in aggregate in each semester shall be placed A (Excellent).
(c) The Candidate securing 61% to 67% marks in aggregate in each semester shall be placed B (Very Good).
(d) The Candidate securing 54% to 60% marks in aggregate in each semester shall be placed C (Good).
(e) The Candidate securing 47% to 53% marks in aggregate in each semester shall be placed D (Fair).
(f) The Candidate securing 40% to 46% marks in aggregate in each semester shall be placed E (Average).
(g) The Candidate securing below 40% marks in aggregate in each semester shall be placed F (Drop).
(h) The class shall be awarded at the end of 10 semesters considering all semester examinations.

R. Int. LLB 15: A.T.K.T.

1. A student, who fails at the Semester Examination in any of the papers will be permitted to keep terms for the next Semester Courses.
2. There shall be no lateral entry on the plea of graduation in any subject or exit by way of awarding a degree splitting the integrated double degree course at an intermediary stage of integrated double degree course (Rule 13 BCI Act 1961).
3. A student, who is failing in any of the papers and allowed to keep terms in the subsequent Semester Courses, can take the examination in the Courses in which he/she is failing at the end of respective semester examination. A student can have maximum 5 attempts after 10th Semesters excluding the attempt he/she has made at the end of 10th Semester; however the Vice Chancellor may extend the period by one more year on behalf of executive counsel.
4. A student failing in any of the papers at a Semester Examination passes out such papers by 10 Semesters, such attempts will be considered as First Attempt.
5. Student getting ATKT will be exempted from appearing in the External examinations in such papers which he/she has passed out.
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY  
FACULTY OF LAW  
INTEGRATED DEGREE OF BACHELOR ARTS/COMMERCE/BUSINESS  
ADMINISTRATION & LAW  
B.A., LL.B.(HONS.) Programme  
Under Choice Based Credit System  
Courses of Study – B.A., LL. B. (Hons.)  
(Five years - 10 Semester integrated Program)  

Courses of Study:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Compulsory Courses</th>
<th>Courses for BA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I        | 1. Law of Torts  
2. Legal Methods | 1. English –I  
2. Economics-I  
3. Political Science – I  
4. Sociology –I |
| II       | 1. General Principles of Contract –I  
2. Economics-II  
3. Political Science – II  
4. Sociology –II |
| III      | 1. Constitution –II  
2. Law of Crimes (IPC)  
3. Contract –II  
4. Practical I (Book & Court Visit) | 1. English – III  
2. Economics-III  
3. Political Science –III |
| IV       | 1. Family Law – I  
2. Transfer of Property including Easements  
3. Jurisprudence  
2. Political Science - IV  
3. Psychology –I |
| V        | 1. Family Law –II  
2. Law of Evidence  
3. Administrative Law  
4. Civil Procedure Code and Limitation Act  
5. Practical- II (Prison, Police Station…) | 1. Sociology – III  
2. Psychology –II |
| VI       | 1. Criminal Procedure Code  
2. Labour Law- I  
3. Intellectual Property Rights  
4. Criminology & Penology  
5. Practical -III (State Commission, High Court…) | 1. Sociology – IV  
2. Public Administration |
| VII      | 1. Labour Law -II  
2. Interpretation of Statutes  
3. International Law  
4. Information Technology Act  
5. Honours Paper- I  
6. Practical- IV (Mock Trial Civil Case…) | 1. Politics and International Relations |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIII</th>
<th>1. Company Law</th>
<th>1. Indian Foreign Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Human Rights Law &amp; Practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Cyber Crimes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Honours Paper -II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Honours Paper -III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Practical-IV (Mock Trial Criminal Case…)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>1. Environmental Law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Alternate Dispute Resolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Research Methodology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Honours Paper -IV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Honours Paper -V (Seminar)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Moot Court</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>1. Drafting, Pleading and Conveyance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Professional Ethics &amp; Professional Accounting system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Honours Paper- VI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Honours Paper -VII</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Honours Paper -VIII (Dissertation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY  
FACULTY OF LAW  

INTEGRATED DEGREE OF BACHELOR ARTS/COMMERCE/BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & LAW  

BA, LL.B.(HONS.) Programme  
Semester - I  
Under Choice Based Credit System  
Courses of Study - BA., LL. B. (Hons.)  
(Five years - 10 Semester integrated Program)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Type</th>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Name Of Course</th>
<th>Theory/Practical</th>
<th>Credit</th>
<th>Contact Hrs/Week</th>
<th>Exam Duration in hrs</th>
<th>Component of Marks</th>
<th>Total/Passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL01CBLH01</td>
<td>Law of Torts</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL01CBLH02</td>
<td>Legal Methods</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL01CBLH03</td>
<td>English – I</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL01CBLH04</td>
<td>Economics – I</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL01CBAH01</td>
<td>Political Science – I</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL01CBAH02</td>
<td>Sociology - I</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Objectives of the course
With rapid industrialization, tort action came to be used against manufacturers and industrial units for products injurious to human beings. Presently, the emphasis is on extending the principles not only to acts, which are harmful, but also to failure to comply with standards that are continuously changing due to advancement in science and technology. Product liability is now assuming a new dimension in developed economics.

Syllabus
Unit: 1. Evolution of Law of Torts 25%
1.1. England - forms of action - specific remedies from case to case
1.2. India - principles of justice equity and good conscience - uncodified character advantages and disadvantages

Unit: 2. Definition, Nature, Scope and Objects 25%
2.1. A wrongful act - violation of duty imposed by law, duty which is owed to people generally (in rem) - damnum sine injuria and injuria sine damnum.
- Tort distinguished from crime and breach of contract
- The concept of unliquidated damages,
- Changing scope of law of torts: expanding character of duties owed to people generally due to complexities of modern society
- Objects- prescribing standards of human conduct, redressal of wrongs by payment of compensation, proscribing unlawful conduct by injunction.

2.2. Principles of Liability in Torts
- Fault:
  - Wrongful intent
  - Negligence
- Liability without fault
- Violation of ethical codes
- Statutory liability:
- Place of motive in torts

2.3. Justification in Tort
- Volenti non fit injuria
- Necessity, private and public
- Plaintiff's default
- Act of God
- Inevitable accident
- Private defense
- Statutory authority
- Judicial and quasi-judicial acts
- Parental and quasi-parental authority

2.4 Extinguishment of liability in certain situations
- Action personalize moritur cum persona - exceptions
- Waiver and acquiescence
• Release
• Accord and satisfaction
• Limitation

2.5 Standing
• Who may sue - aggrieved individual - class action - social action group
• Statutes granting standing to certain persons or groups
• Who may not be sued?

1.5 Doctrine of sovereign immunity and its relevance in India

2.7 Nuisance
• Definition, essentials and types
• Acts which constitute nuisance- obstructions of highways, pollution of air, water, noise, and interference with light and air

2.8 Absolute/Strict liability
• The rule in Rylands v. Fletcher
• Liability for harm caused by inherently dangerous industries

2.9 Legal remedies
• Legal remedies:
  • Award of damages- simple, special, punitive
  • Remoteness of damage- foreseeability and directness
  • Injunction
  • Specific restitution of property
  • Extra-legal remedies- self-help, re-entry on land, re-caption of goods, distress damage feasant and abatement of nuisance.

Unit: 3. Vicarious Liability

3.1. Basis, scope and justification
• Express authorization
• Ratification
• Abetment

3.2. Special Relationships:
• Master and servant - arising out of and in the course of employment - who is master?
• The control test - who is servant? - borrowed servant - independent contractor and servant, distinguished
• Principal and agent
• Corporation and principal officer

3.3 Wrongs affecting property
• Trespass to land, trespass ab initio, dispossession
• Movable property- trespass to goods, detinue, conversion
• Torts against business interests - injurious falsehood, misstatements, passing off

Unit: 4. Torts against persons and personal relations

1.1. Torts against persons and personal relations
• Assault, battery, mayhem
• False imprisonment
• Defamation- libel, slander including law relating to privileges
• Marital relations, domestic relations, parental relations, master and servant relations
• Malicious prosecution
• Shortened expectation of life
• Nervous shock

4.2. Negligence
• Basic concepts
• Theories of negligence
• Standards of care, duty to take care, carelessness, inadvertence
• Doctrine of contributory negligence
• Res ipsa loquitur and its importance in contemporary law
• Liability due to negligence: different professionals
• Liability of common carriers for negligence
• Product liability due to negligence: liability of manufacturers and business houses for their products

Select Bibliography
D.M.Gandhi, Law of Tort (1987), Eastern, Lucknow
P.S.Achuthan Pillai, The law of Tort (1994) Eastern, Lucknow
Winfield and Jolowiz on Tort (1999), Sweet and Maxwell, London.
Saraf, D.N., Law of Consumer Protection in India (1995), Tripathi, Bombay
Unit – I: Meaning and Classification of Laws (Lectures– 10) 25%
Meaning and definition
Functions of law?
Classification of laws:
i. Public and Private Law
ii. Substantive and Procedural Law
iii. Municipal and International Law

Unit – II: Sources of Law (Lectures– 09) 25%
Custom
Precedent
Legislation

Unit – III: Basic Concepts of Indian Legal System (Lectures– 10) 25%
Common Law
Constitution as the Basic Law
Rule of Law
Separation of Powers
Judicial system in India

Unit – IV: Legal Writing and Research (Lectures – 10) 25%
Legal materials – Case law
Statutes, Reports, Journals, Manuals, Digests etc.
Importance of legal research
Techniques of Legal Research
Legal writings and citations

Text Books:
Glanville Willains – Learning the law
Nomita Aggarwal – Jurisprudence (Legal Theory)
B.N.M. Tripathi – An Introduction to Jurisprudence and Legal theory
Benjamin N. Cardozo, The Nature of Judicial Process
ILI Publication – Indian Legal System
ILI Publication in Legal Research and Methodology

Essential Case Law:
Commissioner of Income Tax, Hyderbad v. PJ. Chemicals, 1994 Suppl. (3) S.C.C. 535
Air India v. Nargesh Mirza, AIR 1981 SC 1829
Geeta Hariharan v. Reserve Bank of India, AIR 1999 S.C. 1149
Dwarka Prasad Aggarwal v. B.D. Aggarwal, AIR 2003 S.C. 2686
Commissioner of Wealth Tax, Meerut v. Sharvan Kumar Swarup & Sons, 1994 (6) SCC 623
Grandphone Company v. B.B. Pandey, AIR 1984 S.C. 667
Peoples Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India 1997 (1) S.C.C. 301
R.K. Tangkhul v. R. Simirei, AIR 1961 Manipur 1
Balusami v. Balkrishna, AIR 1957 Mad. 97
Superintendent and Remembrancer of Legal Affairs West Bengal v. Corporation of Calcutta
AIR 1967 S.C. 997
State of Bihar v. Sonawati AIR 1961 S.C. 221, 231
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Unit No.</th>
<th>Course Content</th>
<th>Pattern of Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 01.    | **UNIT I**: Understanding Language | • Human Language: A species specific activity  
|        |                              | • Language varieties: dialect, register, styles  
|        |                              | • Systems in language: Phonology, syntax, morphology, semantics | • Multiple Choice Questions  
|        |                              |                                                                 | • Long evaluative answers  
|        |                              |                                                                 | • Short answers |
| 02.    | **UNIT II**: Understanding Short Stories | • *How much Land does a Man Need?* - by Leo Tolstoy  
|        |                              | • *The Three Dancing Goats*: Anonymous | • Multiple Choice Questions  
|        |                              |                                                                 | • Long evaluative answers  
|        |                              |                                                                 | • Short answers |
| 03.    | **UNIT III**: Understanding One Act Plays | • *The Money’s Paw* – by W.W. Jacob  
|        |                              | • *A Marriage Proposal*: by Anton Chekhov | • Multiple Choice Questions  
|        |                              |                                                                 | • Long evaluative answers  
|        |                              |                                                                 | • Short answers |
| 04.    | **UNIT IV**: Understanding Novel | • *The Alchemist*: by Paulo Coelho | • Multiple Choice Questions  
|        |                              |                                                                 | • Long evaluative answers  
|        |                              |                                                                 | • Short answers |
| 05.    | **UNIT V**: Language Portfolio | Various tasks related to Language and Literature could be given throughout the semester. Students are expected to keep a portfolio, which, at the end of the semester, they would submit to the Coordinator(s). | Viva - Voce |
Unit 1 : INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS  25%
   • Nature, Scope of Economics
   • Subject matter of economics Micro and Macroeconomics,
   • Robbins definition of Economics

Unit 2 : BASIC CONCEPTS  25%
   • Basic Concepts : Goods, Price and value, Wealth and welfare, Consumer’s surplus, Standard of living, Production, Consumption, Entrepreneur
   • Concept and types of utility
   • Basic assumptions of economic theory

Unit 3 : PRODUCT PRICING  25%
   • Demand, Law of demand, Determinants of demand, Change and shift in demand
   • Supply – Law of supply, Determinants of supply, Change and shift in supply
   • Equilibrium price

Unit 4 : COST, REVENUE AND FACTOR PRICING  25%
   • Basic Cost Concepts – Total cost, fixed cost, Variable cost, Average cost and Marginal cost in short-run and long-run, Their behavior and relationship Economies and diseconomies of scale
   • Concept of factors of production and factor payments
   • Marginal productivity theory of distribution

REFERENCE BOOKS:
Objectives
1. This course introduces the discipline of Political Science and enables the students to gain an insight into its nature and scope.
2. It also seeks to provide an understanding of the basic features of the State as the primary frame of reference for the discipline. Besides, the course initiates the learners into key political concepts relevant to citizenship and the working of the State.

Course Outline:
Unit 1 Introduction to Political Science 25%
1. Meaning and Scope of Political Science
2. Meaning and Essential Elements of the State
3. The State and its Relationship with Society, Government and Nation
   (1) Nature of the State
   (2) Functions and Limits of the State

Unit 2 Sovereignty, Power & Legitimacy 25%
1. Sovereignty
   a) Definition of Sovereignty
   b) Salient Features
   c) Kinds of Sovereignty
2. Power, Authority and Legitimacy
   a) Definition & Features
   b) Forms

Unit 3 The State & the Individual 25%
1. Law
   a) Definition and Meaning of Law
   b) Different Schools of Jurisprudence
   c) Sources of Law
2. Rights and Duties
   a) What are Rights and Duties?
   b) Choice and Interest Theories of Rights.
   c) Civil, Political, Socio-economic and Cultural Rights.

Unit 4 Liberty & Equality 25%
1. Liberty
   a) Republican concept of liberty.
   b) Negative and Positive liberty.
   c) Freedom, Empowerment and Emancipation
   d) The concept of Swaraj
2. Equality
   a) Equality of What?
   b) Justifying Equality.
c) Complex Equality.

**Modes of Transaction:**
(1) lecture method combined with discussion
(2) use of audio-visual aids and internet resources

**References:**
Objectives:
At the end of this course students will be able to
1. Define and describe the nature, origin and development of Sociology.
2. Differentiate sociology from other Social Sciences.
3. Explain basic concepts of Society and Social Structure.
4. Describe and explain the various institutions of society
5. State the theories of Social Stratification and Change.
6. Highlight the applications and uses of Sociology.

Course Outline
UNIT – I The Nature of Sociology: 25%
1. The meaning of Sociology
2. Origin and Development of Sociology
3. The Sociological Perspective
4. Sociology and Social Sciences
5. The Scientific & Humanistic Orientations to Sociological Study
6. Basic concepts:
   a. Society, Community, Institution, Association, Groups, Sub-groups, Social
5. Structure, Status and Role, Position, Aggregate.
UNIT – II Institutions: 25%
2. The Individual and Society:
3. Society & Culture, Socialization, Relation between Individual and Society,
   a. Social Control, Norms, Values and Sanctions
UNIT – III Social Stratification and Mobility 25%
1. Meaning, Forms and Theories
2. Social Change:
3. Meaning & Type
4. Evolution and Revolution,
5. Progress & Development
6. Factors of Social Change
UNIT – IV The Uses of Sociology: 25%

Modes of transactions:
Lecture method is generally used but along with it as and when required discussion method would be fruitful. It may be supplemented with various appropriate audio-visual aids.
Assignments may be given on different topics related to the course to help them to learn more.
Students may prepare theme paper located on selected units and same may be presented in classroom.

**Activities/practicum:**
- Visit to various social institutions.
- Collect information on types of families.
- Collect information on various types of marriage practices among different religious groups.
- Observe and list out various social changes occurring in different areas of society.

**References:**
### SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
### FACULTY OF LAW
### INTEGRATED DEGREE OF BACHELOR ARTS/COMMERCE/BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & LAW

**BA, LL.B. (HONS.) Programme**  
**Semester - II**  
**Under Choice Based Credit System**  
**Courses of Study - BA., LL. B. (Hons.)**  
(Five years - 10 Semester integrated Program)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Type</th>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Name Of Course</th>
<th>Theory/Practical</th>
<th>Credit</th>
<th>Contact Hrs/Week</th>
<th>Exam Duration in hrs</th>
<th>Component of Marks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core Course</td>
<td>UL02CBLH01</td>
<td>General Principles pf Contract – I</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>Internal: 50/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL02CBLH02</td>
<td>Constitute – I</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>External: 50/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL02CBLH03</td>
<td>English – II</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>Total: 100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL02CBLH04</td>
<td>Economics – II</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL02CBAH01</td>
<td>Political Science – II</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL02CBAH02</td>
<td>Sociology - II</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Objectives of the course

Every man in his day to day life from dawn to dusk makes a variety of contracts. Man's contract making activities increase with the increasing trade, commerce and industry. In a way living in a modern society would be impossible if the law did not recognize this contract making power of a person. This prompted Roscoe Pound to make his celebrated observation: "Wealth, in a commercial age, is made up largely of promises". In this sense India is also a "promissory" society. The conferment and protection by the law of this contract making power of persons gives them a considerable leeway to strike best bargain for the contract making persons. In a way they are permitted to regulate and define their relations in a best possible manner they chose. However, the contours of contractual relations in a feudal, colonial and capitalist society of pre-independence India cannot necessarily be the same in an independent and developing Indian society. Whatever may be the nature of a given society, the contractual relations, as are obtained in that society, are governed by certain principles which are more or less of a general and basic nature. In India these general principles are statutised in the form of the Indian Contract Act 1972.

This course is designed to acquaint a student with the conceptual and operational parameters of these various general principles of contractual relations.

Specific enforcement of contract is an important aspect of the law of contracts. Analysis of the kinds of contracts that can be specifically enforced and the methods of enforcement forms a significant segment of this study.

The following syllabus prepared with this perspective will comprise of about 84 Units of one-hour duration.

Unit: 1. General Principles of Law of contract  
- History and nature of contractual obligations  
- Agreement and contract: definitions, elements and kinds.  
- Proposal and acceptance- their various forms, essential elements, communication and revocation- proposal and invitations for proposal- floating offers- tenders dumping of goods.

Unit: 2. Consideration  25%  
- its need, meaning, kinds, essential elements – nudum pactum -privity of contract and of consideration- its exceptions- adequacy of consideration present, past and adequate consideration- unlawful consideration and its effects views of Law Commission of India on consideration- evaluation of the doctrine of consideration.

- Capacity to contract- meaning- incapacity arising out of status and mental defect minor's agreements- definition of 'minor'- accessories supplied to a minor agreements beneficial and detrimental to a minor - affirmation- restitution in cases of minor's agreements- fraud by a minor- agreements made on behalf of a minor's agreements and estoppel- evaluation of the law relating to minor's agreements- other illustrations of incapacity to contract.

Unit: 3. Free consent- Its need and definition- factors vitiating free consent.
- Coercion - definition - essential elements - duress and coercion - various illustrations of coercion - doctrine of economic duress - effect of coercion
- Undue Influence - definition - essential elements - between which parties can it exist?
  Who is to prove it? Illustrations of undue influence - independent advice pardahanashi women - unconscionable bargains - effect of undue influence.
- Misrepresentation - definition - misrepresentation of law and of fact - their effects and illustration.
- Fraud - definition - essential elements - suggestion falsi - suppression - when does silence amounts to fraud? Active - concealment of truth - importance of intention.
- Mistake - definition - kinds - fundamental error - mistake of law and of fact - their effects - when does a mistake vitiate free consent and when does it not vitiate free consent?

- Legality of objects:
  - Void agreements - lawful and unlawful considerations, and objects - void, voidable, illegal and unlawful agreements and their effects.
  - Unlawful considerations and objects:
    o Forbidden by law
    o Defeating the provision of any law
    o Fraudulent
    o Injurious to person or property
    o Immoral
    o Against public policy
  - Void Agreements:
    o Agreements without consideration
    o Agreements in restraint of marriage
    o Agreements in restraint of trade - its exceptions - sale of goodwill, section 11 restrictions, under the partnership Act, trade combinations, exclusive dealing agreements, restraints on employees under agreements of service.
    o Agreements in restraint of legal proceedings - its exceptions.
    o Uncertain agreements
    o Wagering agreement - its exception.

Unit: 4.

- Discharge of a contract and its various modes.
  - By performance - conditions of valid tender of performance - How? By whom? Where?
  - By breach - anticipatory breach and present breach.
  - Impossibility of performance - specific grounds of frustration - application to leases theories of frustration - effect of frustration - frustration and restitution.
  - By period of limitation
  - By agreement - rescission and alteration - their effect - remission and waiver of performance - extension of time - accord and satisfaction.

- Quasi-contracts or certain relations resembling those created by contract

- Remedies in contractual relations:
  - Damages - kinds - remoteness of damages - ascertainment of damages
  - Injunction - when granted and when refused - Why?
  - Refund and restitution
  - Specific performance - When? Why?

- Specific relief
  - Specific performance of contract
  - Contract that can be specifically enforced
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Persons against whom specific enforcement can be ordered
- Rescission and cancellation
- Injunction
- Temporary
- Perpetual
- Declaratory orders
- Discretion and powers of court

Select bibliography
Banerjee. S.C, Law of Specific Relief (1998), Universal
Anson, Law of Contract (1998), Universal
Dutt on Contract (2000), Universal
Anand and Aiyer, Law of Specific Relief (1999), Universal
Objective of the course
India is a democracy and the Constitution embodies main principles of the democratic government—how it comes into being, what are its powers, functions, responsibilities and obligations how power is limited and distributed. Whatever might have been the original power base of the Constitution, today it seems to have acquired legitimacy as a highest norm of public law. A good understanding of the Constitution and the law, which has developed through constitutional amendments, judicial decisions, constitutional practice and conventions is, therefore, absolutely necessary for a student of law. He must also know the genesis, nature and special features and be aware of the social, political and economic influence on the Constitution.

The purpose of teaching constitutional law is to highlight its never-ending growth. Constitutional interpretation is bound to be influenced by one's social, economic or political predilections. A student must, therefore, learn how various interpretations of the constitution are possible and why a significant interpretation was adopted in a particular situation. Such a critical approach is necessary requirement in the study of constitutional law.

Judicial review is an important aspect of constitutional law. India is the only country where the judiciary has the power to review even constitutional amendments. The application of basic structure objective in the evaluation of executive actions is an interesting development of Indian constitutional law. Pari pasu the concept of secularism and federalism engraved in the constitution are, and are to be, interpreted progressively.

The following syllabus prepared with this perspective will comprise of about 84 Units of one-Hour duration.

Syllabus
Unit: 1.  25%
• Historical Perspective
  o Constitutional developments since 1858 to 1947
  o Gandhi Era - 1919 to 1947: social, political, economic and spiritual influence.
  o Making of Indian Constitution
  o Preamble of Indian Constitution
  o Sources of Constitution
  o Salient features of Indian Constitution
  o Rule of Law & Separation of Power

Unit: 2.  25%
• Distribution of Powers between Center and States
  o Federalism Principles.
  o Legislative Powers
  o Administrative Powers
  o Financial Powers
  o Jammu & Kashmir Special Status.

Unit: 3.  25%
• Constitutional Organs
- West minister model - choice of Parliamentary Government.
- President of India (-Election, qualifications, impeachment and Powers).
- Governors (Appointment, Qualification, Removal and Powers)
- Prime Minister, Chief Minister & Council of Ministers
- Parliamentary Sovereignty and Privileges.
- Anti Defection Law
- Judiciary Jurisdiction of Supreme Court & High Court.
- Independence of Judiciary

**Unit: 4.**

- **Emergency Provisions**
  - Emergency Provision meaning & Scope
  - Proclamation of emergency
  - Emergency and suspension of fundamental rights
  - Amendment of Constitution
  - Doctrine of Basic Structure

**Select bibliography**

J N Pandey, The Constitutional Law of India,
Constituent Assembly Debates Vol. 1 to 12 (1989)
H.M.Seervai, Constitution of India, Vol.1-3(1992), Tripathi, Bombay
G. Austin, Indian Constitution: Cornerstone of a Nation (1972).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Unit No.</th>
<th>Course Content</th>
<th>Pattern of Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 01.    | UNIT I : Understanding Communication | • What is communication?  
• Barriers to communication  
• Types of Communication  
• Theoretical Models of Communication | • Multiple Choice Questions  
• Long evaluative answers  
• Short answers |
| 02.    | UNIT II : Understanding Communication Skills | • Listening  
• Speaking  
• Reading  
• Writing | • Multiple Choice Questions  
• Long evaluative answers  
• Short answers  
• Practical Tasks  
• Group Discussion |
| 03.    | UNIT III : Understanding Poetry | **Selected Poems and Experience**  
**Songs of Innocence**  
• The Echoing Green  
• Infants Joy  
• The Shepherd | • Multiple Choice Questions  
• Long evaluative answers  
• Short answers |
| 04.    | UNIT IV : Understanding Novel | **The Old Man and the Sea**  
by Earnest Hemingway | • Multiple Choice Questions  
• Long evaluative answers  
• Short answers |
| 05.    | UNIT V : Language Portfolio | Various tasks related to Language and Literature could be given throughout the semester. Students are expected to keep a portfolio, which, at the end of the semester, they would submit to the Coordinator(s). | Viva - Voce |
Sardar Patel University
B.A., LL. B. (Hons.)
SEMESTER 2
Economics – II (Macro Economics)- UL02CBLH04
(4 Credits, 60 Hours)

Unit 1 : INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW  25%

- Nature and scope of Macro Economics,
- Why study Macroeconomics?
- Macroeconomics goals and instruments
- Stocks and Flows
- Indian economy vis-à-vis world economy

Unit 2 : MEASURING ECONOMY’S PERFORMANCE  25%

- Circular flow of product and Income
- Equilibrium level of Income
- Concept and measurement of National Income
- Nominal and Real Income,
- India’s National Income accounts and sources of data on Indian Economy

Unit 3 : THE CLASSICAL THEORY OF INCOME DETERMINATION  25%

- The classical postulates
- Say’s law of Markets
- Determination of Income and Employment in classical system
- Keynes’ objection to the classical theory

Unit 4 : THE KEYNESIAN THEORY OF INCOME DETERMINATION  25%

- Consumption function- average and Marginal propensity to consume
- Investment multiplier, Theory of Investment- autonomous and induced investment
- Marginal Efficiency of capital

REFERENCE BOOKS:
Gupta, S. B. (1994), Monetary Economics, S.Chand, Delhi
Objectives
This Paper offers an introduction to Indian Constitution and Government. It begins with tracing a brief history of nationalist movement which led to emergence of representative institutions. The student will gain understanding of the making of Indian Constitution and the structure of the government. This course involves consideration of Preamble, Fundamental Rights and Duties and Directive Principle of State Policy. The Parliament, Union government and Indian federation will systematically examine in this course.

At the end of this course students will be able to
1. List basic features of constitution
2. Explain the evolution of Indian Federation
3. Describe the nature and character of Indian Federal system
4. Discuss basic features of constitution

Course Outline
Unit -I 25%
(a) Nationalist Movement and Growth of Representative Institutions (1919-1947)
(b) Constituent Assembly : Origin , Composition & character
(c) Sources of influence and Ideological Background
(d) Philosophy of the Constitution

Unit – II 25%
(a) Basic features of Constitution
(b) Preamble and the basic Values
(c) Fundamental Rights and Duties
(d) Directive Principles of State Policy

Unit -III 25%
(a) Union Legislature : Rajya Sabha & Lok Sabha
(b) Union Executive : President ,Prime Minister & the Council of Ministers
(c) The Judiciary : Supreme Court of India

Unit -IV 25%
(a) Evolution of Indian Federation
(b) Nature and Character of Indian Federal System

References:
Objectives:
At the end of this course students will be able to
1. Describe the institutions & concepts of caste, village, marriage, kinship and inheritance.
2. Explain the social structure of Indian Society.
3. Describe the relationship between marriage, family and kinship.
4. Discuss the concept of caste (jati) and caste (jati) mobility.
5. Describe cultural and social change in Indian society.

Course Outline
UNIT – I Structure of Indian Society: 25%
- The Caste System, Caste & Village Community, Role in Social structure,
  Social System & Caste Order, Basic Groups and Groupings

UNIT – II Marriage, Kinship and Inheritance: 25%
- Marriage, Kinship Groups
- Succession and Inheritance
- Family and Kinship Relations.

UNIT – III Jati, Caste and Change: 25%
- Relations among People of Different Jatis
- Relations within the Jati,
- Jati Mobility,
- Village Panchayat.

UNIT – IV Cultural and Social Change in Indian Society: 25%
- On Living in a Revolution
- Nation Building in an Independent India
- Science, Technology and Rural Development in India
- The Dual Cultures of Independent India
- Changing Institutions and Values in Modern India

Modes of Transactions:
1. Lecture method is generally used but along with it as and when required discussion method would be fruitful. It may be supplemented with various appropriate audio-visual aids.
2. Assignments may be given on different topics related to the course to help them to learn more.
3. Students may prepare theme paper located on selected units and same may be presented in classroom.

Activities/Practicum:
1) Collect information about various caste groups of your neighborhood.
2) List out various marriage rites and rituals among different social and religious groups.
3) Collect the details of various laws of succession and inheritance.
4) Prepare a literature survey on cultural and social changes in society.

References:
   Popular Prakashan, Bombay.
   Popular Prakashan, Bombay.
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY  
FACULTY OF LAW  

INTEGRATED DEGREE OF BACHELOR ARTS/COMMERCE/BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & LAW  

BA, LL.B. (HONS.) Programme  
Semester - III  
Under Choice Based Credit System  
Courses of Study - BA., LL. B. (Hons.)  
(Five years - 10 Semester integrated Program)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Type</th>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Name Of Course</th>
<th>Theory/Practical</th>
<th>Credit</th>
<th>Contact Hrs/Week</th>
<th>Exam Duration in hrs</th>
<th>Component of Marks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core Course</td>
<td>UL03CBLH01</td>
<td>Constitution - II</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL03CBLH02</td>
<td>Law of Crimes (IPC)</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL03CBLH03</td>
<td>Contract - II</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL03CBLH04</td>
<td>Practical – I (Book &amp; Court Visit)</td>
<td>Practical</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL03CBLH05</td>
<td>English - III</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL03CBLH06</td>
<td>Economics - III</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL03CBAH01</td>
<td>Political Science - III</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>100/40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Objectives:

(a). To give comprehensive idea of the juristic basis, scope and content of each Fundamental Rights as enshrined in the Indian Constitution, the limitations planned on the right, and an evaluation of the manner in which the judiciary has attempted to establish a balance between Fundamental Rights and State control. Importance of directive principles of State Policy as laying down the perspective for the preferred values of the society, and their relationship to Fundamental Rights would also be studied. To study the value system, which emanate from the enforcement of fundamental Rights in the social context?

(b). To study the Center-State relations in India in all their aspects, the conflict, that have generated and the possible solutions. Since the contents and the limits of the above provision have essentially been worked out through the decisions of superior courts evaluation of the leading decisions and other materials in the context of social needs, and the extent to which our policy has succeeded in balancing the various conflicting interests. To study the Constitutional Recognition and Enforcement of Human Rights

Duration: The course will comprise of 60 units of one hour duration.

Syllabus:

UNIT I                                                                                                                        25%
Introduction to Governing Principles of Constitution

1.1. Historical Development, features and object of Constitution:

i. Historical development of Indian Constitution
ii. Important features of Indian Constitutional Law
iii. Comparison of Indian Constitution with other major Constitutions (USA & U.K)
iv. Main objects of Indian Constitutional Law

1.2. Federalism:

i. What is a federal Govt.?
iii. Patterns of federal Govt. – USA and India.
iv. Application of principle of federalism in India.
v. Division of powers between Center and State.
vi. Residuary power compare with USA
vii. New trends in federalism – Cooperative Federalism
viii. India – Central control versus State autonomy
ix. Political factors influencing federalism.
x. Impact of coalition Govt. in Center on federalism in India.
xi. Implications of Panchayat Raj for federalism.
xii. Comparison between parliamentary and federal systems.

1.3. **Preamble, Territory of the Union, and Citizenship:**

i. Preamble & its importance
ii. State & Union Territories (Part I: Article 1-4)
iii. Citizenship (Part II: Article 5-11)

**UNIT II**
**Entrenched Bill of Right: (Part III of Indian Constitution: Article 12-35):**

2.1. **Introduction:**

i. Parliament’s Power of limit application of Fundamental Rights.
ii. Amendability of Fundamental Rights. Basic features doctrine.

2.2. **Enforceability of Fundamental Rights:**

i. Significance of the Article 12
ii. Scope and concept of ‘State under Article 12.
iii. Whether any other authorities include public authorities like Company …
iv. Functional analysis of definition of ‘State’.

2.2. **Definition and nature of Law under Part III of Indian Constitution:**

i. Inter relationship between Article 12(1) and Article 13(2)
ii. Whether Personal Laws are covered by phrases ‘Existing Laws’ & ‘Laws in Force’.
iii. Doctrine of Eclipse.
iv. Whether the doctrine is applicable to post Constitutional legislations?
v. Whether Law under Article 13 covers amendment in the light of Doctrine of basic structure
vi. Doctrine of severability and waiver.

**UNIT III**

3.1. **Right to Equality:** Fundamental Principles of Equality (Art. 14)

i. Classical view of equality (Doctrinal of reasonable classification)
ii. Modern view of equality (Equality as absence of arbitrariness)
iii. Interrelationship of Article 14 with Articles 15 and 16.
iv. Safeguard against Discrimination in Public Life:
v. Need for definition of discrimination.
vi. Affirmative action in favour of women, children, educationally and socially backward classes and SCs, STs [Article 15 (3) and 15 (4)
vii. Combating Discrimination in Public Employment: (Article 16)
viii. Reservation in appointment and post in favour of backward classes, and distinction between Art. 15(4) and 16 (4)
ix. Judicial interpretations of Articles 15 and 16
x. Pre & Post Mandal scenario and case laws
xi. Determination of Criteria for backward classes
xii. Doctrine of creamy Layer
xiii. Mandal Commission.

3.2. Right to Freedoms: Art 19-22

i. Availability of fundamental freedoms under Article 19 to Citizens only
ii. Can legal persons enjoy protection under Article 19?
iv. Freedoms under Article 19(1) (a) to (g).
v. Safeguard against abuse of criminal law (Article 20: Freedom against self-incrimination, Protection against double jeopardy, Protection against retrospective operation of criminal law.
viii. Right to education Art. 21-A

3.3. Right against exploitation under Article 23-24

3.4. Right to religious freedom (Art 25), Protection of freedom of Religious Denominations (Art 26), Scope of Article 27 and Article 28.

3.5. Cultural and Educational Rights of Minorities & Right to establish educational institution of minority (Article 29-30)

3.6. Right to enforce fundamental rights Article 32-35, and Constitutional remedies under Art 32 & 226. (-Interrelationship between Article 32 and 226. -Writ jurisdiction of Supreme Court and High Courts writs. -Nature and application of the writs. -Public interest litigation (PIL), conditions to resort to the litigation. -Judicial attitude towards the litigation. -Significant and recent precedents.)

UNIT IV 25%

4. Directive Principals of State Policy (Art 36-51), Fundamental Duties (Art 51A) & Introduction to Human Rights:

4(a). Directive Principals of State Policy (Art 36-51), Fundamental Duties (Art 51A)

i. Importance of directive principles of State Policy as lying down the Perspective (outlook) for the preferred values of the society.
ii. Relationship between Fundamental Rights & Directive Principles of State Policy.
iii. Fundamental duties

4(b). Introduction to Human Rights

i. Concept and development of Human Rights
ii. Constitutional Recognition and Enforcement of Human Rights
iii. Statutory enforcement of human rights
iv. Human rights of special groups such as Women, Children, Aged and disabled, Scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, Minorities (religious and educational)

v. Collective Rights such as Right to clean environment, Right to development, Right of self-determination

vi. Role of Media, Civil society (NGO) in protection of Human Rights

Required Reading:

1. Dr. J. N. Pandy
5. B.N. Cardozo, Growth of Law (1961)
9. Julius Stone, Legal System and Lawyers Reasoning (1964)

Additional Reading

2. John Bell, Policy Arguments in Judicial Decisions (1947)
4. Julius Stone, Recent Trends in English Precedents (1945)
5. Julius Stone, Social Dimensions of Law and Justice (1966)

Evaluation components

Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end university examination, and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Objectives:

This paper is to deal with the basic principles of criminal law determining criminal liability and punishments thereof and to focus on the study of substantive crimes under the Indian Penal Code 1860. The Indian security system has been one that has gone through a lot of tests and examinations throughout the time. This is due to the political as well as the social situation and standing of the country. The disputes amongst the people are very common. The cultural diversity is such that there are disputes and clashes of interest between different states, ethnic to particular cultural consortiums. To counter crimes and breach of law, a document has been formulated, that covers each of these situations separately and lists out the penalties for those found guilty under any of the mentioned offences. This is document is known as the Indian Penal Code. The Indian Penal code, in its basic form, is a document that lists all the cases and punishments that a person committing any crimes is liable to be charged with. The Indian Penal Code is thus the most fundamental document of all the law enforcer as well as the entire judiciary in India.

UNIT I .  

25%

1.1. Introduction to Criminal Law:

i. Preamble, Extent and operation of the Indian Penal Code, (Sec 1to 5)
ii. Definition of Crime,
iii. Difference between Crimes, Torts and Breach of Contracts
iv. Fundamental elements of crime,
v. Stages in commission of a crime,
vi. Intention,
vii. Preparation,
viii. Attempt.
ix. Theories of Punishments and its types. Sec 53

1.2. Definitions
i. Judge (Sec 19)
ii. Court of Justice (Sec 20)
iii. Public Servant (Sec 21)
iv. Movable Property (Sec 22)
v. Wrongful gain Wrongful loss (Sec 23)
vi. Dishonesty (Sec 24)
vii. Fraudulently (Sec 25)
viii. Counterfeit (Sec 28)
ix. Electronic Record (Sec 29 A)
x. Valuable Security, Will (Sec 30, 31)
xii. Act & omission (Sec 33)
xii. Voluntarily (Sec 39)
xiii. Actus reus
xiv. Mens reus
xv. Offences (Sec 40)
xvi. Good faith (Sec 52)
xvii. Others important definitions.

1.3. **General Explanations and Exceptions**: (Sec 76 to 106)

i. Mistake,
ii. Judicial and Executive acts,
iii. Accident,
iv. Necessity,
v. Infancy,
vi. Insanity,
vii. Intoxication,
viii. Consent,
ix. Good faith,
x. Private defense.

1.4. **Abetment & Abettor** (Sec 107, 108)

1.5. **Criminal Conspiracy**: (Sec 120A)

**UNIT II.**

21. **Offences Against State** (Sec 121 to 130)

i. Waging war against State.

2.2. **Offences against Public Tranquility**: (Sec 141 to 160)

i. Unlawful Assembly.
ii. Rioting
iii. Affray.

2.3. **Offences relating to Elections**: (Sec 171A to 171I)

i. Candidate
ii. Bribery,
iii. Undue Influence,

1.4. **Offences effecting life**: (Sec 299 to 374)

i. Homicide
ii. Culpable Homicide
iii. Murder
iv. Causing death by negligence
v. Dowry Death
vi. Attempt to commit suicide
vii. Causing Miscarriage or injuries to unborn children.
viii. Hurt
ix. Grievous Hurt
x. Wrongful restraint & Confinement
xi. Kidnapping
xii. Abduction
xiii. Others

UNIT III .

3.1. Offences against Women & Property (Sec 375 to 462)
   i. Rape,
   ii. Unnatural Offence
   iii. Theft,
   iv. Extortion,
   v. Robbery
   vi. Dacoity,
   vii. Criminal misappropriation
   viii. Criminal breach of trust,
   ix. Cheating
   x. Criminal Trespass

1.2. Offence relating to Marriage (Sec 493 to 498A)
   i. Bigamy
   ii. Adultery
   iii. Cruelty

UNIT IV .

4. Defamation and offences relating to documents and property marks
   i. Defamation, (Sec 499)
   ii. Forgery, (Sec 463)
   iii. Counterfeiting (Sec 231)

Required Reading:

1. Indian Penal Code By Ratanlal & DhirajLal. Published by Wadhwa & Company.
2. Indian Penal Code By Shailander Malik. Published by Allahabad Law Agency.
4. The Indian Penal Code By K D Gaur. Published by Universal Law Publishing Co.
5. Indian Penal Code By Bhattacharya.

Evaluation components

Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end university examination, and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Objectives:

This course is to be taught after the students have been made familiar with the general principles of contract in which the emphasis is on understanding and appreciating the basic essentials of a valid contract and on the existence of contractual relationship in various instances. Obviously, a course on special contracts should initiate the students to different kinds of contracts with emphasis on the intricacies therein. This course also should provide an insight into the justification for special statutory provisions for certain kinds of contracts.

Duration: The course will comprise of 4 credits of 60 hours duration.

Syllabus

Unit 1
1.1. Indemnity (Section 124 & 125 of Indian Contract Act, 1872)
   i. The concept
   ii. Definition of Indemnity
   iii. Insurance Contract, if contract of indemnity India
   iv. Rights of Indemnity Holder
   v. When can an indemnifier be made liable? Can he claim to be indemnified before he is indemnified

1.2. Guarantee (Section 126 to 147 of Indian Contract Act, 1872)
   i. The concept
   ii. Definition of guarantee: as distinguished from indemnity.
   iii. Basic essentials for a valid guarantee contract
   iv. The place of consideration and the criteria for ascertaining the existence of consideration in guarantee contracts
   v. Continuing guarantee
   vi. Nature of surety's liability
   vii. Duration and termination of such liability
   viii. Illustrative situations of existence of continuing guarantee
   ix. Rights of surety
   x. Position of surety in the eye of law
   xi. Various judicial interpretations to protect the surety
   xii. Co-surety and manner of sharing liabilities and rights
   xiii. Discharge of surety's liability

Unit 2
2.1. Bailment (Section 151 to 169 of Indian Contract Act, 1872)
i. Definition of bailment
ii. Essentials of Bailment
iii. Duties of Bailor and Bailee towards each other
iv. Rights of bailee
v. Finder of goods as a bailee.

2.2. Pledge (Section 172 to 180 of Indian Contract Act, 1872)

i. Pledge: comparison with bailment
ii. Definition of pledge under the Indian contract Act
iii. Rights of the pledgee or pawnee.
iv. Right of suit against pawnor
v. Right of sale of the pledged goods

Unit 3
3.1. Agency (Section 183 to 238 of Indian Contract Act, 1872)

i. Establishing Agency
ii. Different kinds of Agent
iii. Distinction between agent and servant
iv. Essentials of a agency transaction
v. Various methods of creation of agency
vi. Duties and rights of agent
vii. Scope and extent of agent's authority
viii. Liability of the principal for acts of the agent including misconduct and tort of the agent
ix. Liability of the agent towards the principal
x. Personal liability towards the parties
xi. Methods of termination of agency contract
xii. Liability of the principal and agent before and after such termination

3.2. Sale of Goods, 1930 (Section 4 to 73)

i. Law pertaining to sale of goods
ii. Definition of Contract of Sale
iii. Effect of Goods perishing
iv. Auction Sale
v. Conditions and Warranties i.e Implied conditions
vi. The rule of caveat emptor
vii. Implied Warranties
viii. Transfer of property and title
ix. Performance of the Contract
x. Rights of Unpaid Seller against the goods
xi. Suits for breach of contract

Unit 4
4.1. Partnership Act, 1932 (Section 4 to 69 (4) (b))

i. Nature of partnership: definition
ii. Essentials of Partnership  
iii. Mutual relationship between partners (Relations Interse with partners and third parties)  
iv. Incoming of partners  
v. Outgoing of partners  
vii. Registration of Partnership  
vii. Dissolution of Partnership  

4.2. Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 (Section 5 to 147)  

i. The definition  
ii. Various kinds of Negotiable Instrument  
iii. Promissory note and its characteristics, Bills of exchange and its characteristics, Acceptance, ambiguous instruments, cheques and other kind of instruments  
v. Holder and holder in due course: meaning, essential conditions rights and privileges of holder in course, endorsee from the holder in due course and parties  
vi. Negotiation and Liability  
vii. Presentment of the instrument  
viii. Cheques: Kinds of crossing cheque and Protection of collecting banker  
ix. Miscellaneous provisions i.e notice of dishonour of cheque and its effect  
x. Special rules of evidence

Required Reading:  
Contract II- R.K. Bangia Publication Allahabad Law Agency  
Tripathi, Bombay  
Krishnan Nair, Law of Contract,(1999) Orient  
Bhashyam and Adiga, The Negotiable Instruments Act (1995), Bharath, Allahabad  
M.S.Parthasarathy (ed.), J. S. Khergamvala, The Negotiable Instruments Act  
Saharay, h.k., Indian Partnership and Sale of Goods Act (2000), Universal  

Evaluation components  
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Objective of the course:

This course is to be taught for the better understanding the judicial systems of the land. The students will be taught in classroom as well as court. The basic activities happening in the District court will be taught and the students will have to go to court compulsorily and to make a note of the things happening in the courts. The same shall be reduced in writing in the ledger exclusively provided for the same. There will be periodical assessment of the ledger and at the end of the course the Viva will be taken by the external examiner. Obviously, Practical I will be first step for the law students to understand the basic things happening in the court with emphasis on the stages & the activity happening in the court. This course also shall provide an insight into the justification for statutory provisions of Court activity.

Ledger writing.

i. Development of Court system in India.
ii. Hierarchy of Courts in India.
iii. District Court Anand.
iv. Civil Cases
v. Criminal Cases
vi. Juvenile Cases
vii. District Legal Service Authority
viii. Mediation, Conciliation, Arbitration.
ix. Lok Adalath.
x. Court Visit and the observation made therein.

References
Civil Procedure Code. MP Tandon
Civil Procedure Code. TP Tirpathi
Civil Procedure Code. Rao
Drafting Pleading and Conveyance Majumdar

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for Viva Voice and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers and Practical record submitted.
Sardar Patel University  
BBA., LL. B. (Hons.)  
SEMESTER 3  
English III- UL03CBLH05  
(4 Credits, 60 Hours)  

Objectives:  
(a) To enable the students to know the functional aspects of English language so that they can use it in their day to day life i.e, introductions; asking personal information and they will be able to understand Technical conversation with ease.  
(b) To hone basic Communication Skills (Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing) of the students by exposing them to the key communication techniques.  

Duration: The course will comprise of 60 units of one hour duration.  

Syllabus:  

Unit I  
1. Professional Communication and Networks  
i. An introduction to professional communication  
ii. Principles of professional communication  
iii. Communication networks: personal sanctum, professional sanctum, inner circle, and outer circle; managing the networks  
iv. Communication strategies: communicator, audience, message, channel choice, culture  
v. Ethos, pathos, logos and kairos in professional communication  

Unit II  
2. Cross-cultural Communication  
i. Globalization and communication across the cultures  
ii. Getting started with cross cultural communication  
iii. Cross-cultural communication conflicts and tactics  
iv. Hot spots in cross cultural communication  

Unit III  
3. Understanding Functional English  
i. Grammar and Vocabulary  
ii. Tenses and the Concept of Time, Active and Passive Constructions, Direct – Indirect Speeches, Prepositions and Conditionals, Idioms, Confusables, One-word Substitutes, Synonyms, Antonyms.  
iii. Introductions; asking personal information, possession; your name/his name, stating position/destination
4. **Language Portfolio**

Various tasks related to Language and Literature could be given throughout the semester. Students are expected to keep a portfolio, which, at the end of the semester, they would submit to the Coordinator(s).

**Understanding Popular Literature (Self Study)**

*Revolution 2020 by Chetan Bhagat*

**Reference books:**

Objectives:

At the end of this course, students will be able to
1. Describe the concepts and objectives of the economics.
2. Explain the behavioral pattern of various economic entities and their inter-relationships within the framework of economic theory.
3. Explain the relevance of economic theory at a Micro level

Duration: The course will comprise of 60 units of one hour duration.

UNIT I :

Price Determination and Equilibrium
i. Markets : Types and Features
ii. Cost and Revenue analysis
iii. Price determination in a perfectly competitive market
iv. Short run and long run equilibrium of a perfectly competitive firm

UNIT II :

Theory of Distribution
i. Wages : Marginal Productivity Theory Of Wages
ii. Interest : Elements Of Interest, Theory Of Interest Rate Determination
iii. Rent : Concept Of Economic Rent
iv. Profit : Gross Profits And Net Profits, Theories Of Profit

UNIT III :

Money And Banking
i. Money : Meaning , Types and Functions
ii. Value Of Money : Quantity Theory Of Money
iii. Banking : Functions Of Commercial Banks and Functions Of Central Bank
iv. Banking Sector Reforms In India

UNIT IV :

Public Finance
i. Principles of Public Finance
ii. Sources of Revenue
iii. Types of Taxes
iv. Types of Government Expenditure

References:
K.K.Dewett And J.D. Verma : Elementary Economic Theory
K.P.M. Sundaram : Elementary Economic Theory

Evaluation components

Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end university examination, and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Objectives:

This course focuses on societal dynamics and their impact on political processes in India. It identifies specific themes which are significant for the study of politics in India, explores the way in which these themes have acquired momentum, and how their changing forms have impacted upon the nature and course of Indian politics. It seeks in particular to understand how state and politics are informed by social processes and political mobilizations, historically and in contemporary contexts.

Duration: The course will comprise of 60 units of one hour duration.

Syllabus:

UNIT I 25%

1.1. Introduction:
   i. Approaches to Indian Politics
      Historical, cultural, legal and political economy perspectives,
   ii. State in India,
   iii. Democratic, developmental and coercive dimensions,
   iv. Class, Caste, Tribe and Gender

UNIT II 25%

2.1 The changing nature of class dominance in India:
   i. Politics and social mobilizations
   ii. Issues of equality and representation
   iii. Religion, Region & Language, Communalism and secular politics
   iv. Region and language: issues of recognition, autonomy and secession

UNIT III 25%

3.1 Development Process:
   i. Concept, strategies, policies, and critiques
   ii. Poverty alleviation programmes
   iii. Globalization and impact on the weaker sections
   iv. Food security as fundamental right as developed in India

UNIT IV 25%

4.1 Political Parties
i. Party system and reforms
ii. Elections: Election Commission, Caste/class/religion/gender/region in electoral politics, and electoral reforms
iii. Social Movements: objectives, methods, impact and recent trends
iv. Labour: organized and unorganized, (b) Peasantry, (c) Adivasis, (d) Women

Required Reading:

22. Leela Fernandes, India’s New Middle Class: Democratic Politics in an Era of Economic Reform, OUP, New Delhi, 2007.

Additional Reading

1. Manoranjan Mohanty, Partha Nath Mukherji with Olle Tornquist (ed.), People’s Rights,
19. Rajendra Vora and Suhas Palshikar (ed.), Indian Democracy, Meanings and Practices, Sage, New Delhi, 2004.- 14 -
42. Thomas Hansen and Christophe Jaffrelot eds., The BJP and the Compulsions of Politics in India, OUP, New Delhi, 1998.

**Evaluation components**

Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end university examination, and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
### Course Details

**Course Type** | **Course Code** | **Name Of Course** | **Theory/Practical** | **Credit** | **Contact Hrs/Week** | **Exam Duration in hrs** | **Component of Marks** | **Total/Passing** |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
Core Course | UL04CBLH01 | Family Law - I | Theory | 4 | 2 | 50/20 | Internal | 50/20 | 100/40 |
 | UL04CBLH02 | Transfr of Property Including Easements | Theory | 4 | 2 | 50/20 | External | 50/20 | 100/40 |
 | UL04CBLH03 | Jurisprudence | Theory | 4 | 2 | 50/20 | Total/Passing | 50/20 | 100/40 |
 | UL04CBLH04 | Insurance Law, Consumer Protection Act & MV Act | Theory | 4 | 2 | 50/20 | Total/Passing | 50/20 | 100/40 |
 | UL04CBLH05 | English - IV | Theory | 4 | 2 | 50/20 | Total/Passing | 50/20 | 100/40 |
 | UL04CBAH01 | Political Science - I | Theory | 4 | 2 | 50/20 | Total/Passing | 50/20 | 100/40 |
 | UL04CBAH02 | Psychology - I | Theory | 4 | 2 | 50/20 | Total/Passing | 50/20 | 100/40 |
Objectives:

The course structure is designed mainly with three objectives in view. One is to provide adequate sociological perspectives so that the basic concepts relating to family are expounded in their social setting. The next objective is to give an overview of some of the current problems arising out of the foundational inequalities writ large in the various family concepts. The third objective is to view family law not merely as a separate system of personal laws based upon religions but as the one cutting across the religious lines and eventually enabling us to fulfill the constitutional directive of uniform civil code. Such a restructuring would make the study of familial relations more meaningful.

Duration: The course will comprise of 4 credits of 60 hours duration.

Syllabus

Unit I

1. Introduction
   i. Introduction-Hindu, Muslims, Christians and Parsis,
   ii. Schools of Law-Hindu Law and Muslim Law,
   iii. Migration Domicile, Residence and Problem of Conflict of Personal Laws
   iv. Concept of Marriage and Theories of Divorce,
   v. Marriages under Hindu, Muslim, Christian and Parsi Law, Dowry, Dower, Consortium, Cohabitation and Matrimonial Home

Unit II

2. Matrimonial Remedies
   i. Non-judicial resolution of marital conflicts. Customary dissolution of marriage - unilateral divorce, divorce by mutual consent and other modes of dissolution.
   ii. Divorce under Muslim personal law - talaq and talaq-e-tafweez.
   iii. Judicial resolution of marital conflicts : the family court
   iv. Nullity of marriage
   v. Option of puberty
   vi. Restitution of conjugal rights
   vii. Judicial separation
   viii. Desertion: a ground for matrimonial relief
   ix. Cruelty: a ground for matrimonial relief
   x. Adultery: a ground for matrimonial relief
   xi. Other grounds for matrimonial relief
   xii. Divorce by mutual consent under: Special Marriage Act 1954;
   xiii. Hindu Marriage Act 1955; Muslim law (Khula and Mubaraat).
xiv. Bar to matrimonial relief: Doctrine of strict proof - Taking advantage of one's own wrong or disability - Accessory - Connivance - Collusion - Condonation - Improper or unnecessary delay

xv. Residuary clause - no other legal ground exists for refusing the matrimonial relief.

Unit III

3. Alimony and maintenance
   ii. Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act 1956.
   iii. Alimony and maintenance as an ancillary relief
   iv. Maintenance of divorced Muslim women under the Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce) Act 1986

Unit IV

4. Child and the Family
   i. Legitimacy
   ii. Adoption
   iii. Custody, maintenance and education

Required Reading:
1. Hindu Law - Paras Diwan
2. Muslim Law of India - Tahir Mahmood
3. Paras Diwan – Family Laws

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Sardar Patel University  
BA., LL. B. (Hons.)  
SEMESTER 4  
Transfer of Property Act, 1882 & Indian Easement Act, 1882- UL04CBLH02  
(4 Credits, 60 Hours)

Objectives:
Transfers of Property Act, regulate the law relating to transfer of property by the acts of the parties. The Act provides a clear, systematic and uniform law for the transfer of immovable property. It completes the Code of Contract since it is an enacted law for transfers that take place in furtherance of a contract. With provision for inter-vivos transfers, the T P Act, 1882 provides a law parallel to the existing laws of testamentary and intestate transfers. It is not exhaustive and provides scope to apply the principles of Justice, Equity and Good Conscience if a particular case is not governed by any provision of law.

Duration: The course will comprise of 60 units of one hour duration.

Syllabus:

Unit I

1. Concept and meaning of property
   i. Introduction & Meaning
   ii. Kinds of property.
   iii. Movable and Immovable property.
   iv. Tangible and Intangible property,
   v. Private and Public property.
   vi. General Principles of transfer of property,
   vii. What property cannot be transferred?
   viii. Condition retraining alienation,
   ix. Condition restraining enjoyment,
   x. Vested and contingent interest,
   xi. Condition precedent and condition subsequent,
   xii. Transfer to unborn person
   xiii. Rule against perpetuity.

Unit II

2. Mortgages:
   i. Kinds of mortgages.
   ii. when registration is necessary.
   iii. Rights of mortgagor.
   iv. Right to redeem,
   v. Clog on redemption,
   vi. Partial redemption,
   vii. Rights and of mortgagee,
viii. Right to foreclose or sale,
ix. Right to sue for mortgage money,
x. Accession to mortgaged property,
xi. Rights of mortgages in possession,
xii. Substituted securities,
xiii. Liabilities of a mortgagee in possession,
xiv. Marshalling and contribution,
xv. Subrogation - legal subrogation and conventional,
xvi. "Redeem up and foreclose down"

Unit III

3 Doctrine of election, Sale, Lease, Gifts

3.1. Doctrine of election

i. Covenants-
   ii. Transfer by ostensible owner,
   iii. Doctrine of estoppel,
   iv. Doctrine of acquiescence,
   v. Doctrine of lis pendens,
   vi. Fraudulent transfer,

3.2. Sale

i. Definition,
   ii. Contract for sale,
   iii. Rights and liabilities of seller and buyer

3.3. Lease

i. Definition,
   ii. Right and liabilities of lessor and lessee,
   iii. Kinds of leases.
   iv. Tenancy-at-will,
   v. Tenancy-by-holding-over,
   vi. Tenancy-at-sufferance

3.4. Gifts

i. Definition,
   ii. Essentials,
   iii. Onerous gift,
   iv. Conditional gifts,
   v. Universal donee,
   vi. Donatio mortis causa.
   vii. Exchange of Properties,
   viii. Actionable claims.
4. **Indian Easement Act**

   i. Definition,
   ii. Nature and characteristics of easements,
   iii. Acquisition or creation of easements,
   iv. Classification or kinds of easement,
   v. Termination or determination of easements,
   vi. Difference between easement and licence.

**Required Reading:**

1. Transfer of Property Act By Mulla By Butterworths Publication.
2. Commentaries on Transfer of Property Act BySubba Rao
5. Transfer of Property by Grover.

**Evaluation components**

Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end university examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Objectives:

(a). At the heart of the legal enterprise is the concept of law. Without a deep understanding of this concept neither legal education nor legal practice can be a purposive activity oriented towards attainment of justice in society. In fact, basic nature and purpose of law should be clear to every student and that it should be the very foundation of law teaching needs little argument. A course in jurisprudence should, primarily, induct the student into a realm of questions concerning law so that he is able to live with their perplexity or complexity and is driven to seek out answers for himself.

(b). It may not be possible that a one semester jurisprudence course can impart knowledge of doctrines about law and justice, developed over the years, in various nations and historical situations. At best an undergraduate course should impart the analytical skill and equip the student with the basic problems concerning law and the types of solutions sought. Thus, the student not only will be able to use this skill in practice but also is motivated to take up detailed historical studies on his own after the course. Since a basic idea in the designing of this course is to bring jurisprudence closer to our reality, in the selection of cases and reading materials the teacher should try to make use of the Indian material as far as possible.

Duration: The course will comprise of 60 units of one hour duration.

Syllabus:

Unit I

Introduction to Jurisprudence and Legal Theory

1. Introduction
   i. Meaning of the term 'jurisprudence'.
   ii. Nature & Scope of Jurisprudence
   iii. Norms and the normative system.
      a) Different types of normative systems, such as of games, languages, religious orders, unions, clubs and customary practice.
      b) Legal system as a normative order: similarities and differences of the legal system with other normative systems.

Unit II

2. Schools of Jurisprudence
1.1. Natural law

i. Classical era of Natural Law.
   a) ST Thomas Aquinas.
   b) Grotious.
   c) Hobbes.
   d) Locke.
   e) Rousseau.

ii. German Transcendental Idealism-Kant.

iii. Revival of Natural Law.
   a) Stammler.
   b) Fuller
   c) John Finnis.


2.2. Analytical positivism

i. Austin’s analytical theory of Law.


2.3. Historical School – Sir Henry Maine-Savigny.


1.5. Economic interpretation of Law

2.6. The Bharat jurisprudence
   (i) The Ancient: the concept of 'Dharma',
   (ii) The Modern: PIL, social justice, compensatory jurisprudence

Unit III  
25%

3 Purposes of Law & Sources of Law

3.1. Purpose of Law:
   i. Justice
   ii. Meaning and kinds
   iii. Justice and law: approaches of different schools
   iv. Power of the SC of India to do complete justice in a case: Art 142
   v. Administration of Justice: Theories of Punishment
   vi. Feminist jurisprudence

3.2. Sources of Law:
   i. Legislation
   ii. Precedents: concept of stare decisis
   iii. Customs
   iv. Juristic writings

Unit IV  
25%

Legal Concepts:
4.1. Legal Rights: the Concept
   i.   Rights: kinds
   ii.  Right & duty correlation

4.2 Nature of personality
   i.   Status of the unborn, minor, lunatic, drunken and dead persons]
   ii.  Corporate personality
   iii. Dimensions of the modern legal personality: Legal personality of non-human beings

4.3. Possession: the Concept
   i.   Kinds of possession

4.4. Ownership: the Concept
   i.   Kinds of ownership
   ii.  Difference between possession and ownership

4.5. Obligation:
   i.   Nature and kinds
   ii.  Sources of obligation

Required Reading:

4. V.D. Mahajan, Jurisprudence and Legal Theory (1996 re-print) , Eastern, Lucknow

Additional Reading

8. Durga Bhagvat, Early Buddhist Jurisprudence (1939)

**Evaluation components**

Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end university examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
保险法，消费者保护法，1986年

机动车法，1988年及IRDA法，1999年

（4学分，60小时）

目标:

此课程将在学生熟悉合同一般原则后教授。保险法包括所有形式的保险，如火险、海险，它们是赔偿合同，除了人寿保险。保险是一种特殊的合同，其中一方承诺在不确定事件发生时，对受损方的损失进行赔偿。它也包括机动车辆法和IRDA法，1999年以及消费者法律，因为它涉及产品及相关服务的质量和消费者受到的损害。与人类权利相关的健康生活和环境的法律，现在作为不可或缺的社会相关课程的一部分进行教授。

持续时间：该课程将持续4学分，60小时。

单元1

保险法和人寿保险

i. 基本保险的介绍及定义
ii. 保险合同法
iii. 条款、条件及政策例外
iv. 保险政策的分类、开始、期限及复效
v. 赔偿、代位及分摊
vi. 风险、近因及再保险
vii. 寿险合同的介绍
viii. 可保利益、提议及人寿保险政策
ix. 人寿保险的非披露和误导
x. 人寿保险的代表和保证
xi. 人寿保险的政策
xii. 人寿保险的判决解释（判例法）

单元2

海洋保险和火险

i. 海洋和火险的范围和性质
ii. 寿险的可保利益
iii. Disclosure and Representation of Marine Insurance
iv. Warranties in Marine Insurance
v. Insured Perils in Fire and Marine
vi. Proximate Cause in Fire and Marine Insurance
vii. Loss and abandonment in case of Marine Insurance
viii. Measure of Indemnity in Marine Insurance
ix. Rights of Insurer on payment in Marine Insurance
x. Standard Fire Policy
xi. Non-Disclosure and Misrepresentation in Fire Insurance
xii. Judicial Interpretation (Case Laws)

Unit 3

Consumer Protection Act, 1986

i. Introduction and definitions, Salient features
ii. Rights of Consumer
iii. Deficiency in service
iv. Redressal Mechanism: District Consumer Forum, State Commission National Commission and Appeal Provisions in the Supreme Court of India
v. Judicial Interpretation (Case Laws)

Unit 4

Motor Vehicle Accident Act 1988 & IRDA Act 1999

i. Scope and Nature of Motor Insurance and Accident insurance
ii. M.V. insurance Judicial Interpretation of essential legal parameters
iii. Compulsory insurance of motor vehicle
iv. Motor Accident Claim Tribunals
v. Insurance Regulatory And Development Authority Act, 1999
vi. Judicial Interpretation (Case Laws)

Books recommended:

i) M.N. Srinivasan  Principles of Insurance Law Publication Waddhwa & Co.Nagpur
ii) Dr. Avtar Singh- Insurance Laws Publication Eastern Book Company

Evaluation components

Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Objectives:

(a) To Develop Technical Writing Skills of the students (Technical Documents, Manuals, WEB page, BLOGs, Letters / e-mails)

(b) To improve presentation skills of students.

(c) To develop behavior skills of the students.

(d) To enable them effectively utilize the latest content management approaches and systems for better organization.

Duration: The course will comprise of 60 units of one hour duration.

Syllabus:

Unit I 25%

1. Introduction to Writing and Importance of effective writing

   i. Paragraph Development,
   ii. Supporting Sentence, Authentication, and Examples
   iii. Letter Writing and Resume Making
   iv. Drafting…press notes, memo, circulars, notices, telegrams, agenda, minutes etc

Unit II 25%

2. Team Dynamics and Leadership

   i. Understanding teams and their structures
   ii. Roles and functions in a team
   iii. Group processes and procedures
   iv. Responsibilities, functions, styles of a leader
   v. Maintaining teams through effective communication

Unit III 25%

3. Negotiation Skills

   i. Definition and process
   ii. Types and Stages
   iii. Negotiation Styles
   iv. Negotiation situations

Unit IV 25%

4. Training in Group Discussion (GD) and Personal Interview (PI)
i. Group Discussions: Concepts and Practice;
ii. effective interview techniques, mock interviews, stress interviews; review and feedback
iii. Language Portfolio

Reference books:

1. David A McMurrey and Joanne Buckley: Handbook on Technical Writing.
5. Bill Trippe: Perspectives on Content Management.
Objectives:

The main objective of this course is to give comprehensive idea of the International Organization and to acquaint the student of law with World War I & II & their subsequent development. Emphasis would be given to expose with international organizations situated at Delhi and other metro cities in India.

Duration: The course will comprise of 60 units of one hour duration.

Syllabus:

UNIT I 25%

1.1 Introduction:

i. Definition, functions & evolution of International Organizations
ii. Kinds, Nature & Legal Character of International Organizations
iii. Origin, Functions, Principal & weaknesses of League of Nations

UNIT II 25%

1.1 United Nations Organization (UNO):

i. Factors & Events leading to establishment of United Nations Organization.
ii. Preamble of UNO
iii. Legal Character of UNO
iv. Purposes & Principles of UNO
v. Membership of UNO
vi. Comparison Between League of Nations & UNO

UNIT III 25%

1.1 Principal Organs of UNO:

i. General Assembly – Composition, Powers & functions
ii. Security Council - Composition, Powers & functions
iii. Economic & Social Council - Composition, Powers & functions
iv. Trusteeship Council- Composition, Powers & functions
v. Secretariat – Functions & Powers of Secretary General
vi. The International Court of Justice- Composition & Jurisdiction of ICJ- Important Cases Decided by ICJ
UNIT IV  

4.1 Specialized Agencies:

i. World Health Organization (WHO)
ii. United Nations Educational, Scientific & Cultural Organization (UNSECO)
iii. International Labor Organization (ILO)
iv. World Bank (WB) or IBRD
v. International Monetary Fund (IMF)
vi. World Trade Organization (WTO)

Required Reading:

2. Principles of Political Science, S. Chand & Company Ltd. Dr. Anup Chand Kapur (S. Chand)

Additional Reading

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end university examination, and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Objectives:

The main objective of this course is to acquaint the students with the basic concepts of psychology. The course aims to provide the students an opportunity to understand the psychological dimensions of legal fields, the theory of personality will help students to know the behavioral pattern of individuals in various circumstances.

Duration: The course will comprise of 60 units of one hour duration.

Syllabus:

Unit I


Unit II

Learning, Definition, Types of learning, Conditioning, trial &error method, Operant conditioning, learning by insight, social learning, Difference between trial & error & insight Social learning.

Unit III

Perception, sensory receptors, sensation and prospection, Laws of perceptual grouping, Hallucination, Illusion Types and causes of illusion.

Unit IV

Memory, Process of retention (Memory) measurement of retention, sensory memory, short term memory, Long term memory, factors effecting retention, forgetting, causes of forgetting, memory and aging.

References

2. Krech Crutchfield & Ballachy; Individual in Society
3. Wood & Wood The World of Psychology

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end university examination, and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF LAW

INTEGRATED DEGREE OF BACHELOR ARTS/COMMERCE/BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & LAW

BA, LL.B. (HONS.) Programme
Semester - V
Under Choice Based Credit System
Courses of Study - BA., LL. B. (Hons.)
(Five years - 10 Semester integrated Program)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Type</th>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Name Of Course</th>
<th>Theory/Practical</th>
<th>Credit</th>
<th>Contact Hrs/Week</th>
<th>Exam Duration in hrs</th>
<th>Component of Marks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core Course</td>
<td>UL05CBLH01</td>
<td>Family Law - II</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Internal: 50/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL05CBLH02</td>
<td>Law of Evidence</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>External: 50/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL05CBLH03</td>
<td>Administrative Law</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Total: 100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL05CBLH04</td>
<td>Civil Procedure Code &amp; Limitation Act</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Total/Passing: 100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL05CBLH05</td>
<td>Practical –II (Prison, Police Station)</td>
<td>Practical</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total/Passing: 100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL05CBAH01</td>
<td>Sociology-III</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Total/Passing: 100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL05CBAH02</td>
<td>Psychology - II</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Total/Passing: 100/40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sardar Patel University  
BA, LL. B. (Hons.)  
SEMESTER V  
FAMILY LAW – II- UL05CBLH01  
(4 Credits, 60 Hours)

Resource Persons (Guest Lectures): Research Scholars, Judiciary & Academia

Objectives:

The course structure is designed mainly with three objectives in view. One is to provide adequate sociological perspectives so that the basic concepts relating to family are expounded in their social setting. The next objective is to give an overview of some of the current problems arising out of the foundational inequalities writ large in the various family concepts. The third objective is to view family law not merely as a separate system of personal laws based upon religions but as the one cutting across the religious lines and eventually enabling us to fulfill the constitutional directive of uniform civil code. Such a restructuring would make the study of familial relations more meaningful.

Syllabus

Unit: I. Marriage and Kinship

i. Evolution of the institution of marriage and family.
ii. Role of religious rituals and practices in moulding the rules regulating to martial relations
iii. Types of family based upon.
iv. Lineage- patrilineal matrilineal
v. Authority structure- patriarchal and matriarchal
vi. Locations- patrilocal and matrilocal
vii. Number of conjugal units- nuclear, extended, joint and Composite.
viii. Emerging concepts: Live in relationship

Unit II Family and its changing Patterns and Joint Family

i. New emerging trends
ii. Working women and their impact on spousal -Relationship: composition of status and role of women
iii. New property concepts, such as skill and job as new forms of property
iv. Processes of social change in India: sanskritization westernization, secularization, universalization, parochialization, modernization, industrialization and urbanization
v. Mitakshara joint families
vi. Mitakshara coparcenary- formation and incidents
vii. Property under Mitakshara law- separate property and coparcenary property
viii. Davabhaga coparcenary- formation and incidents
ix. Property under Dayabhaga law.

x. Karta of the joint family- his position, powers, privileges an obligations
xi. Alienation of property- separate and coparcenary
xii. Debts – doctrines of pious obligation and antecedent debt.
xiii. Partition and re-union as well as Joint Hindu family as a social security institution and impact of Hindu Gains of Learning Act and various tax laws on it
Unit III Inheritance I and Inheritance II:

i. Hindus
ii. Historical perspective of traditional Hindu law as a background to the study of
iv. Succession to property of a Hindu male dying intestate under the Provisions of
vi. Devolution of interest in Mitakshara coparcenary with reference to the provisions
of Hindu Succession Act 1956.

vii. Succession to property of a Hindu female dying intestate under the Hindu
Succession Act 1956 and disqualification relating to succession

viii. General rules of succession
ix. Marumakkattayam and Aliyasantana laws governing people living in
Travancore – Cochin and the districts of Malabar and South Kanara

Muslims
x. Succession under Muslim Law- General rules of succession and exclusion from
succession.
xii. Classification of heirs under Hanafi- Shia Law of Inheritance- Disqualifications

xiii. Gifts under Hindu Law
xiv. Hiba
xv. Endowments and Wakfs

xvi. Muslim Wakf

Unit 4 Establishment of Family Courts and Uniform Civil Code

i. Constitution, power and functions of Family Courts
ii. Connotations of the directive contained in Article 44 of the Constitution. Impediments
to the formulation of the Uniform Civil Code

iii. Uniform Civil Code.

Reference:
   pp.198 – 277 and 525-672.
   70- 94.
3. Nandini Chavan and Qutub Jehan Kidwai, ‘Personal Law Reforms and Gender
   Empowerment’, Hope India
   and chapter 29.
   pp.375-387.
   Empowerment’, Hope India, pp.136-155.

Evaluation components

Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end
examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Resource Persons (Guest Lectures): Research Scholars, Judiciary & Academia

Objectives:

On completion of this subject students should have developed skills of analyzing the objective of the Evidence Act and to prevent laxity and negligence in the admissibility of evidence and to introduce a full-proof and uniform rule of practice than what was previously used. The main principles which emphasize the law of evidence are- evidence must be confined to the matter in issue, hearsay evidence is no evidence and hence it must not be admitted, best evidence must be given in all cases, The Indian Evidence Act has no application to enquiries by Tribunals, even though they may be judicial in nature. The Law only requires that rules of Natural Justice must be maintained at the time of conducting enquiries and in an event when such rules have been adhered to, the decisions of the Tribunals are not liable to be challenged.

Unit – I: Nature and Functions of The Law of Evidence

i. The Central Conceptions in Law of Evidence.
ii. Definition of Judicial Proceedings, Evidence
iii. Classifications of Evidence, Proved, Disproved, Not Proved
v. Appreciation of Evidence
vi. Presumptions, May Presume, Shall Presume and Conclusive Proof
vii. Motive, Preparation and Previous or Subsequent Conduct
viii. Facts necessary , Identification Parade, Facts not relevant become relevant, Alibi
ix. Conspiracy, Damages, Right to Custom, State of mind
x. Similar Occurrences.

Unit – II: Admissions and Confessions

i. Admissions
ii. Proof of Admissions against persons making them
iii. Non admission of Confession
iv. Judicial and Extra judicial Confession
v. Confession to Police Officers
vi. Retracted Confession
vii. Admissible Confessions
viii. Confession to Co-Accused

Unit-III: Judgments and Burden of Proof

i. Judgments of Courts of Justice when relevant
ii. Fraud in obtaining judgment, Judgement in Rem and Personam
iv. Opinion as to Handwriting, Existence of right or custom, Usages, Tenents, Opinion on Relationship.
v. Relevancy of Character, Facts which need not be proved.
vi. Oral Evidence and hearsay evidence, Documentary evidence, Primary and secondary, Public and Private Documents
vii. Presumption of Documents, Ancient Documents
viii. Estoppels of Oral Evidence by Documentary Evidence, Ambiguous Documents
ix. Burden of Proof, Life and Death, Proving Relationship.
x. Presumption of Legitimacy, Abetment of Suicide, Dowry death
xi. Presume, Presumption as to absence of Consent in certain Prosecution of Rape

Unit – IV: Examination of Witnesses

i. The Witnesses
ii. Privileged Communications, Privilege of Judges and Magistrates, Communication during marriage
iii. State Privilege, privilege to Police Officer and Revenue officers, Privilege to Professional Communication
iv. Privilege to produce Title deeds, Electronic records
v. Criminating Answers, Accomplice
vi. Production and Examination of Witnesses
vii. Leading Questions, Procedure in asking Questions
viii. Evidence as matters in writing
ix. Hostile Witnesses, Impeaching credit of Witness
x. Corroborative Evidence, Refreshing Memory, Production of Documents
xi. Power of Judge to put questions or order production
xii. Improper Admission and rejection of evidence.

Text books:
1. Rattan Lal Dheeraj Lal – Evidence
2. Avtar Singh – Evidence
3. Monir – Evidence

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Resource Persons (Guest Lectures): Research Scholars, Judiciary & Academia

Objectives:

On completion of this subject students should have developed skills of analyzing the law that governs the activities of administrative agencies of Government. Government agency action includes rule making, adjudication, or the enforcement of a specific regulatory agenda. Administrative law is considered a branch of public law. The decision-making of administrative units of government (for example, tribunals, boards or commissions) that are part of a national regulatory scheme in such areas as police law, international trade, manufacturing, the environment, taxation, broadcasting, immigration and transport. The students of law shall be aware of various aspects of administrative law including quasi-legislative, quasi-judicial and other ministerial functions of administration and control thereof.

Unit – I: Evolution and Scope of Administrative Law

i. Nature, Scope and Development of Administrative Law
ii. Rule of law and Administrative Law
iii. Separation of powers and its relevance
iv. Relationship between Constitutional law and Administrative Law
v. Classification of functions of Administration

Unit – II:

A. Classification of Administrative Action.

i. Administrative Process or administrative action.
ii. Legislative and judicial function : Distinction.
iii. Legislative and executive function : Distinction.
iv. Administrative and quasi-judicial function: Distinction.
v. Licensing & Public inquires : Distinction.

B. Legislative Functions of Administration & Delegated legislation

i. Administrative authorities and delegation of powers
ii. Judicial control of administrative discretions
iii. Nature, Types, advantage & disadvantages of delegated Legislations
iv. Judicial control & publication of delegated Legislations.
v. Parliamentary control over delegated legislation

Unit-III: Administrative Tribunals & Judicial Control & Ombudsmen

i. Need for devolution of adjudicatory authority on administration
ii. Nature of tribunals – Constitution, powers, procedures, rules of evidence
iii. Administrative Tribunals
iv. Principles of Natural Justice
v. Jurisdiction of High Courts and Supreme Courts over administrative Tribunals.
vi. Alternative Remedy & Delay.
vii. Ex turpi causa non oritur actio and uberrimae fidei
viii. Concept of Ombudsmen in India.
ix. Appointment, tenure & functions of Lokpal & Lokayukata
x. Constitutional set up and the office of Lokpal & Lokayukata

Unit – IV: Writs, Liability of Government in torts and Contract & Public Corporations

i. Writs in particular Habeas Corpus,
ii. Mandamus,
iii. Prohibition,
iv. Certiorari
v. Quo warranto.
vii. Vicarious Liability of State.
viii. Act of State.
ix. Suits against Government
x. Public Corporations ie; Government undertaking,
xi. Constitutional Position
xii. Parliamentary Control
xiii. Instances of Public Corporations.

Text books:

1. Lectures on Administrative Law – C.K. Takwani

References:
1. Administrative Law – Wade
3. Administrative Law – S.P. Sathe

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Sardar Patel University
BA, LL. B. (Hons.)
SEMESTER V
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE AND LIMITATION ACT- UL05CBLH04
(4 Credits, 60 Hours)

Resource Persons (Guest Lectures): Research Scholars, Judiciary & Academia

Objective:

Civil Procedure Code is a subject of daily use by the courts and lawyers and a student cannot afford to have scant knowledge of civil procedure when he goes out to practise as a lawyer. True that it is through experience one gets expert knowledge of civil procedure. However, it is necessary to have good grounding in the subject before one enters the profession. While the substantive law determines the rights of parties, procedural law sets down the norms for enforcement. Whenever civil rights of persons are affected by action, judicial decisions will supply the omissions in the law.

The Code of Civil Procedure in India has a chequered history and lays down the details of procedure for redressal of civil rights. Many questions may prop up when one goes to indicate one's civil rights. The court where the suit is to be filed, the essential forms and procedure for institution of suit, the documents in support and against, evidence taking and trial, dimensions of an interim order, the peculiar nature of the suits, the complexities of executing a decree and provisions for appeal and revision are all matters which a lawyer for any side is to be familiar with.

A delay in filing the suit, besides indicating the negligence of the plaintiff in effectively agitating the matter on time, may place courts in a precarious situation. They may not be in a position to appreciate the evidence correctly. Evidence might have been obliterated. Hence, the statute of limitation fixes a period within which a case has to be filed.

Syllabus

Unit I Introduction and Concepts

i. Introduction and Concepts
ii. Affidavit, order, judgement, decree, plaint, restitution, execution, decree-holder,
iii. judgment-debter, mesne profits, written statement.
iv. Distinction between decree and judgment and between decree and order.
v. Jurisdiction
vi. Kinds
vii. Hierarchy of courts
viii. Suit of civil nature - scope and limits
ix. Res-subjudice and Resjudicata
x. Foreign judgment - enforcement
xi. Place of suing
xii. Institution of suit
xiii. Parties to suit: joinder, mis-joinder or non-joinder of parties : representative suit.
xiv. Frame of suit : cause of action
SUMMONS PLEADINGS

xvi. Rules of pleading, signing and verification.

xvii. Alternative and inconsistent pleadings

xviii. Construction of pleadings

xix. Plaint: particulars

xx. Admission, return and rejection

xxi. Written statement: particulars, rules of evidence

xxii. Set off and counter claim: distinction

xxiii. Discovery, inspection and production of documents.

xxiv. Interrogatories

xxv. Privileged documents

xxvi. Affidavits

UNIT II APPEARANCE, ATTACHMENTS, SALE, SUITS

i. Appearance, examination and trial

ii. Appearance

iii. Ex-parte procedure

iv. Summary and attendance of witnesses

v. Trial

vi. Adjournments

vii. Interim orders: commission, arrest or attachment before judgment, injunction and appointment of receiver and interest and costs

viii. Execution

ix. The concept

x. General principles

xi. Power for execution of decrees

xii. Procedure for execution (ss. 52-54)

xiii. Enforcement, arrest and detection (ss. 55.59)

xiv. Attachment (ss. 60-64)

xv. Sale (ss.65-97)

xvi. Delivery of property

xvii. Stay of execution

xviii. Suits in particular cases

xix. By or against government (ss.79-82)

xx. By aliens and by or against foreign rulers or ambassadors (ss.83-87A)

xxi. Public nuisance (ss.91-93)

xxii. Suits by or against firm

xxiii. Suits in forma pauperis

xxiv. Mortgages

xxv. Interpleader suits

xxvi. Suits relating to public charities

UNIT III APPEALS

i. Appeals

ii. Appeals from original decree

iii. Appeals from appellate decree

iv. Appeals from orders

v. General provisions relating to appeal

vi. Appeal to the Supreme Court

vii. Review, reference and revision
viii. Miscellaneous
ix. Transfer of cases
x. Restitution
xi. Caveat
xii. Inherent powers of courts
xiii. Law reform: Law Commission on Civil Procedure- amendments

Unit IV Law of Limitation

i. Law of Limitation
ii. The concept - the law assists the vigilant and not those who sleep over the rights.
iii. Object
iv. Distinction with latches, acquiescence, prescription.
v. Extension and suspension of limitation
vi. Sufficient cause for not filing the proceedings
vii. Illness
viii. Mistaken legal advise
ix. Mistaken view of law
x. Imprisonment
xi. Defective vakalatnama
xii. Legal liabilities
xiii. Foreign rule of limitation : contract entered into under a foreign law
xiv. Acknowledgement - essential requisites
xv. Continuing tort and continuing breach of contract.

References:

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
**Objective of the course:**

This course is to be taught for the better understanding the judicial systems of the land. The students will be taught in classroom as well as court. The basic activities happening in the Labour Courts & Family Courts will be taught and for the students will have to go to court compulsorily and to make a note of the things happening in the courts. The students shall be aware about the Prison as well as Juvenile homes where the prisoners and under trials and the juvenile are kept for the better understanding of the criminal law system in India. The same shall be reduced in writing in the ledger exclusively provided for the same. There will be periodical assessment of the ledger and at the end of the course the Viva will be taken by the external examiner. Practical I will be first step for the law students to understand the basic things happening in the court with emphasis on the stages & the activity happening in the court. This course also shall provide an insight into the justification for statutory provisions of Court activity.

**Unit I Visits to various Authorities and courts**

i. Visit to Police Station  
   a) Crime 1 day  
   b) Civil 1 day  

ii. Visit to Consumer Courts Anand 3 days.

iii. Visit to Labour Courts Anand 2 Full days.

iv. Visit to Family Courts Anand 3 Full days.

v. Visit to Prison Ahmadabad 1 Full day.

vi. Visit to Juvenile Home Ahmadabad 1 Full day.

vii. Ledger writing about all the visits.

**Unit II**

Viva Voice (University)

**Evaluation components**

Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for Practical Records and 50% for Viva-Voice from the external panel members.
Unit :I Individual and Communities
Communities and individual life Rural Community, meaning and characteristics, Types of Rural Communities, Rural Economic Organizations, Rural Problem, Rural Health and Welfare activities. The urban community, meaning and Characteristics, Urban Problems. The rural-urban contrast.

Unit:II Social Processes
The social Process, meaning of social interaction. Kinds of social interaction, Cooperation, Competition, Conflict, Accommodation and Assimilation.

Unit : III  Organization and Individual
Nature of Organization, Characteristics, salient aspect of social organization, formal and informal organization, Bureaucry, Difference between formal & informal organization, Role of individual in organization.

Unit :IV Collective Behavior

References :
(1) Anthony Gidden: Sociology 6th ed. Wiley India Ltd. New Delhi
(2) C.N. Shanker Rao: Sociology, S.Chand &Co Ltd, New Delhi
(3) Harry Johnson : An introduction to Sociology, Mc Graw-Hill

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Sardar Patel University
BA, LL. B. (Hons.)
SEMESTER V
Psychology – II- UL05CBAH02
(4 Credits, 60 Hours)

Resource Persons (Guest Lectures): Research Scholars, Judiciary & Academia

Course Objectives:-

The course provides an outline of basic concepts of Psychology. It is designed to help students to understand patterns of Human behavior in various circumstances. It also provides the students with the inputs relate to the topic like motivation, attitudes personality, leadership & group moral.

Syllabus
Unit : I Motivation and Emotions:

Meaning, definition, content theories of motivation: Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs, Alderter’s ERG theory, Herzberg’s Two-taker theory of motivation, process theories of work motivation.
Meaning, development, some specific emotions, influence of early experience, effect of emotions. Difference between feelings & emotions, emotional control.

Unit : II Attitude and Prejudice:

Nature of attitude, definition, structure of attitude, characteristic of attitude, formation of attitude, change of attitude.
Characteristics, source of prejudice, social effect of prejudice, removal of prejudice.

Unit : III Personality:

Meaning, definition types of personality, Determinates of personality, Psychoanalytical and constitutional theories at personality. Measurement of Personality, Culture and personality.

Unit : IV Leadership and Group morale:

Meaning, Characteristics, functions, leadership in formal & informal groups.
Types of power, sources of power, tactics to gain power. Do’s and Don’ts for a leader. Training and leadership.
Meaning, Factors affecting morale group morale, Group morale, group norms & roles.

References:

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
## Sardar Patel University
### Faculty of Law

**Integrated Degree of Bachelor Arts/Commerce/Business Administration & Law**

**BA, LL.B. (Hons.) Programme**
*Semester - VI*

Under Choice Based Credit System

Courses of Study - BA., LL. B. (Hons.)

(Five years - 10 Semester integrated Program)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Type</th>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Name Of Course</th>
<th>Theory/Practical</th>
<th>Credit</th>
<th>Contact Hrs/Week</th>
<th>Exam Duration in hrs</th>
<th>Component of Marks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core Course</td>
<td>UL06CBLH01</td>
<td>Criminal Procedure Code</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>Total/Passing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL06CBLH02</td>
<td>Labour Law-I</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>Internal: 50/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL06CBLH03</td>
<td>Intellectual Property Rights</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>External: 50/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL06CBLH04</td>
<td>Criminology &amp; Penology</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>Total: 100/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL06CBLH05</td>
<td>Practical – III (State Commission, High Court)</td>
<td>Practical</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL06CBAH01</td>
<td>Sociology-IV</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>Total/Passing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL06CBAH02</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50/20</td>
<td>Internal: 50/20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Internal**: 50/20
- **External**: 50/20
- **Total**: 100/40
Sardar Patel University  
BA, LL. B. (Hons.) 
SEMESTER VI  
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE- UL06CBLH01  
(4 Credits, 60 Hours)

Resource Persons (Guest Lectures): Research Scholars, Judiciary & Academia

Objective:

The criminal process involves increasing expenditure of government resources. At the same time it confronts a crisis of intrusion into individual rights in order to protect the common weal. Obviously, criminal procedure has to be just, fair and reasonable to the accused as well as to the victims.

Undoubtedly the process is to be carried out in an objective manner. Criminal procedure, thus, makes a balance of conflicting interests. This imposes a duty upon those connected with the working of the criminal process to abide by the law and to exercise discretion conferred on them in the best manner. Code of Criminal Procedure, originally enacted years ago, had undergone many trials and experiments, too enormous to be placed within a class room discussion. However, the students should obtain a fair idea how the code works as the main spring of the criminal justice delivery system and should be exposed to the significant riddles of the procedure.

Juvenile justice and probation of offenders are combined with the study of criminal procedure.

Unit I Introduction

i. Preliminary and Constitution of Criminal Courts and Offices
ii. Powers of Court- Powers of Superior Officers of Police- Aid to the Magistrate and the Police
iii. Arrest of Persons
iv. Processes to Compel Appearance
v. Warrant of Arrest
vi. Proclamation and attachment
vii. Other rules regarding processes
viii. Process to Compel the Production of Things
ix. Summons to produce

Unit II Search Warrant and Summary Trials

i. Search- warrant
ii. General Provisions relating to searches
iii. Miscellaneous
iv. Reciprocal Arrangements for Assistance in Certain matters and procedure for attachment and forfeiture of property
v. Security of keeping the peace and for good behaviour
vi. Order for maintenance of wives, children and parents
vii. Maintenance of Public Order and Tranquillity
viii. Public nuisances
ix. Urgent cases of nuisance or apprehended danger
tax. Dispute as to immovable property
xi. Preventive action of the Police
xii. Information to the Police and their powers to investigate
xiii. Jurisdiction of the Criminal Courts in Inquiries and Trials
xiv. Condition Requisite for Initiation of Proceedings
xv. Trial of Summons- Cases by Magistrates
xvi. Summary Trials

Unit 3 Plea bargaining and Judgement

i. Plea Bargaining
ii. Attendance of Persons confined or detained in Prison
iii. Evidence in Inquiries and Trials- Mode of taking and recording evidence-
iv. Commission for the examination of witnesses
v. General provisions as to inquiries and trials
vi. Provisions as to accused persons of unsound mind
vii. Provision as to offences affecting administration of Justice

Unit 4 Judgement

i. Submission of Death sentence for confirmation
ii. Suspension, remission and commutation of sentences
iii. Provision as to Bail and Bonds
iv. Disposal of Property
v. Irregular proceedings
vi. Limitation for taking cognizance of certain offences
vii. Miscellaneous

References:
- Princip’s, Commentaries on the Code of Criminal Procedure, 2 vol.(2000) Universal

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Sardar Patel University  
BA, LL. B. (Hons.)  
SEMESTER VI  
LABOUR LAW – I- UL06CBLH02  
(4 Credits, 60 Hours)

Resource Persons (Guest Lectures): Research Scholars, Judiciary & Academia

Objectives:

In this course, the students are to be acquainted with the Industrial relations framework in our country. Further, the importance of the maintenance of Industrial peace and efforts to reduce the incidence of Strikes and Lockout and Industrial Strike are to be emphasised. The main theme underlying the Programme is to critically examine the provisions in the Trade Unions Act, 1926; the machineries contemplated under the provisions of the Industrial Disputes Act for the prevention and settlement of Industrial Disputes. Further, the objectives underlying the Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946 and Disciplinary Enquiry for Misconduct are to be studied with a view to acquaint misconduct and the procedure to be followed before imposing punishment for misconduct alleged and established. Further, the students are to be acquainted with Social Security Framework prevailing in our Country. It is necessary to know the concept of social security, its importance and also constitutional basis for the same in India. The importance of ensuring the health, safety and welfare of the workmen and social assistance and social Insurance Schemes under various legislations are to be emphasised. The main theme underlying the Programme is to critically examine the provisions in the Employee’s Compensation Act, 1923, the machinery provided for protecting the interests of workers. Further, the objectives underlying the Factories Act, 1948, are to be studied with a view to acquaint the students with various rights and benefits available to the workmen under the legislations.

Unit – I: Trade Unions and Collective Bargaining

i. Trade Unionism in India
ii. Definition of trade union and trade dispute
iii. Registration of trade unions
iv. Legal status of registered trade union
v. Mode of registration
vi. Powers and duties of Registrar
vii. Cancellation and dissolution of trade union
viii. Procedure for change of name
ix. Amalgamation and dissolution of trade union
x. Disqualifications of office-bearers, Right and duties of office-bearers and members
xi. General and Political funds of trade union
xii. Civil and Criminal Immunities of Registered trade unions
xiii. Recognition of trade union Collective bargaining

Unit – II: Standing Orders Act & Industrial Disputes Act

i. Concept and nature of standing orders
ii. Certification process, Posting of standing orders
iii. Modification and temporary application of model Standing Orders
iv. Interpretation and enforcement of Standing Orders
v. Penalties and procedure  
vi. Industrial dispute and individual dispute  
vii. Definitions, Arena of interaction and Participants– Industry, workman and employer  
viii. Settlement of industrial dispute  
ix. Unfair Labour Practice  
x. Concept of strike & Lock-out  
xi. Concept of Lay off & Retrenchment  
 xii. Disciplinary action and domestic enquiry

Unit – III: Factories Act  

i. Concept of “factory”, “manufacturing process” “worker” and “occupier”  
ii. General duties of occupier  
iii. Measures to be taken in factories for health, safety and welfare of workers  
iv. Working hours of adults  
v. Employment of young person and children  
vi. Hazardous Process  
vii. Annual leave with wages  
viii. Additional provisions regulating employment of women in factory

Unit – IV: Payment of Wages Act, Minimum Wages Act and Employees compensation Act  

i. Definition of wage, Object, scope and application of the Act  
ii. Fixation of wage period, time of payment of wage  
iii. Deductions which may be made from wages, maximum amount of deduction  
iv. Concept of minimum wage, fair wage, living wage and need based minimum wage  
v. Constitutional validity of the Minimum wages Act, 1948  
vi. Procedure for fixation and revision of minimum wages  
vii. Fixation of minimum rates of wage by time rate or by piece rate  
viii. Definition of dependant, workman, partial disablement and total disablement  
ix. Employer’s liability for compensation, Scope of arising out of and in the course of employment  
x. Doctrine of notional extension, When employer is not liable  
xi. Employer’s Liability when contract or is engaged  
xii. Amount of compensation  
xiii. Distribution of Compensation  
xiv. Procedure in proceedings before Commissioner

Text books:  

References:  
1. O.P. Malhotra, Industrial Disputes Act, Vol. I & II  
2. Indian Law Institute – Cases and Materials on Labour Law and Labour Relations
Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Resource Persons (Guest Lectures): Research Scholars, Judiciary & Academia

Objectives:

The importance of this branch of the law is to be sufficiently realized in the Indian legal education. Compendious courses on the law of copyright, trademarks and patents are offered in few law schools as optional courses, but these do not either integrate the significance of these subject matters under any comprehensive aspect of 'modernization' or 'development' nor do they spread even emphasis between and among the subject areas represented by these three interconnected bodies of the law. The three areas are now internationally conceptualized as representing intellectual property. It is often the case that while the law of patents and trademarks is referred to as industrial property, the law relating to copyright is named intellectual property. While both these terms could be suitably invoked, we here speak of intellectual property as signifying all the three bodies of the law as well as the law on industrial designs.

Unlike other forms of property, intellectual property refers to regimes of legal recognition of, primarily, the products of the mind or imagination. The subject matter of property relations is here preeminently based on mental labour. The law relating to intellectual property protects the right to mental labour.

The law confers rights of proprietary nature on relative intellectual labour primarily on the basis that it is in the interests of society and state to promote creativeness and inventiveness. Limited monopoly provides incentive for greater inventive and innovative efforts in society. An important aspect of the exploration in this course would be the ways in which the laws strike a fair balance between the interests and rights of the intellectual labourers on the one hand and organized industrial enterprises on the other. Another dimension is a study of the ways in which this regime of laws militates against, or favours, community property in national cultures.

Syllabus

Unit I Introduction

i. Legal concept of Property
ii. Introduction to Intellectual property
iii. International Regimes of Intellactual Property Rights

Unit II Copyrights

i. Law Relating to Copyrights in India
i. Subject matter of Copyright protection
Unit III Patents

i. Law Relating to Patents in India
ii. Evolution of Patent Law
iii. Salient Features of Patent
iv. Product patenting of Drugs and Pharmaceuticals in India- Impact of TRIPS Agreement
v. Acquisition of Patent
vi. Rights of Patentee and Others
vii. Transfer of the Patent Rights
viii. Surrender and Revocation of Patents
ix. Infringement of Patents
x. Exclusive Marketing Rights

Unit IV Trademark and Designs

i. An overview of the Patent Law in India
ii. Law Relating to Trade Marks
iii. Service Marks, Certification Marks Collective Marks and Well Known Trade Marks
iv. The Trade Marks Legislation in India
v. Procedure for Acquisition of Registered Trade Mark
vi. Distinctiveness of Trade Mark
vii. Distinct Marks
viii. Deceptive Similarity
ix. The Register and Conditions for Registration
x. Rights Conferred by Registration of Trade Mark
xi. Remedies for Infringement of Trade Marks
xii. Subject matter of Trade Marks
xiii. Passing – Off Action
xiv. Law Relating to Designs in India
xv. Definition of Design
xvi. Essentials of Design
xvii. Registration of Design
xviii. Rights granted to Design Holder
xix. Infringement of Design
xx. Layout- designs of Integrated Circuits
xxi. Intellactual Property Rights and Other Emerging Areas
xxii. Geographical indications protection
xxiii. Debate on microorganisms and patentability
xxiv. Protection of new varieties of plants traditional knowledge- protection under the law

Text References:

• P. Narayan Intellectual Property Law, Eastern Law House

Case References:

Angath Arts Pvt.Ltd. V Century Communications Ltd and another AIR 2009 Bom. 26  
B. Kishore Jain V. Navratna Khazana Jewellers 2009 (2) R.A.J. 80 (Mad)  
Chancellor Maslers and Scholars of the University of Oxford V. Narenddia Publishing  
House 2009 (2) R.A. J.210 (Del.)

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Sardar Patel University
BA, LL. B. (Hons.)
SEMESTER VI
- CRIMIOLOGY, PENOLOGY, VICTIMOLOGY JUVINILE JUSTIE & PROBATION OF OFFENDERS ACT - UL06CBLH04
(4 Credits, 60 Hours)

Resource Persons (Guest Lectures): Research Scholars, Judiciary & Academia

Objectives

On completion of this subject students should have developed skills of analysis, evaluation and synthesis in cost and management accounting and, in the process, created an awareness of current developments and issue in the area. The subject covers the complex modern industrial organizations within which the various facets of decision-making and controlling operations take place; the subject includes discussion of costing systems and activity based costing, activity management, and implementation issues in modern costing systems.

Unit I. Criminology

i. Definition, Nature and scope of criminology
ii. Schools of Criminology, Classical, Positive, Typological, Socialistic, Sociological, Anthropological and Multiple Factors School
iii. The concept of crime, types and classification
iv. Causes of crime, Social, Economical, Physical, Mental, Geographical, Political causes.
v. Female delinquency
vi. Prostitution
vii. Crime against women
viii. Suicide

Unit II. Penology

i. Definition, Nature and scope of Penology
ii. Characteristics and Schools
iii. Theories of punishment
iv. Kinds of Punishments
v. Capital Punishment
vi. Prison and Prison Reforms
vii. Classification of Prisoners, Prison Discipline
viii. Police, Investigation, Role of Police, Cognizable and Non- cognizable Offences
ix. Courts, Hierarchy of Criminal Courts
x. Inquiry and Trials
xi. Role of Judiciary on incubate Crimes.

Unit III. Victimology

i. Introduction, History, Philosophy and Concept of Victimology
ii. Rights of the Victims
iii. Theories of Victimology
iv. TUN General Assembly Declaration – Justice for Victim and Abuse of Power
v. Victimology and Compensation Indian Experience
vi. Victimology - European Experience
vii. Victimology – American Experience
viii. World Society of Victimology
ix. Victim and Witness Assistance Programmes
x. Restitution and Victim Compensation
xi. Role of Courts and National Human Rights Commission.

Unit IV Juvenile Justice Act and Probation of Offenders Act

i. Juvenile delinquency
ii. Nature and magnitude of the problem
iii. Causes
iv. Juvenile court system
v. Treatment and rehabilitation of juveniles
vi. Juveniles and adult crime
vii. Legislative and judicial protection of juvenile offender
viii. Probation
ix. Probation of offenders law
x. The judicial attitude
xi. Mechanism of probation : standards of probation services.
xii. Problems and prospects of probation
xiii. The suspended sentence
xiv. Reform of criminal procedure

Recommended books and readings
1. Siddique Ahmed, Criminology
2. Sethna M J, Society and the Criminal
3. Sirohi J P S, Criminology and Criminal Administration
4. Paranjape N V, Criminology and Penology
5. Mehta Rohinton, Crime and Criminology
6. Sutherland E H, and Cressy D R, Principles of Criminology
7. Sutherland E H, White Collar Crime
8. Reckless W C. The Crime Problem
9. Bhudhan Vidya, Prison System in India
10. Mulla Committee Report

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Objective of the course:

This course is to be taught for the better understanding of Higher judicial systems of the state. The students will be taught in classroom as well as court. The basic activities happening in the High Courts & State Consumer Forums will be taught and the students will have to go to court compulsorily and to make a note of the things happening in the courts. The same shall be reduced in writing in the ledger exclusively provided for the same. There will be periodical assessment of the ledger and at the end of the course the Viva will be taken by the external examiner. Practical III will be first step for the law students to understand the basic things happening in the High court with emphasis on the stages & the activity happening in the court. This course also shall provide an insight into the justification for statutory provisions of Court activity.

Unit I Visits to various Authorities
  i. Visit to High Court of Gujarat.
  ii. Visit to State Consumer Forum.
  iii. Ledger writing about all the visits.

Unit II

Viva Voice (University)

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for Practical Records and 50% for Viva-Voice from the external panel members.
Sardar Patel University

BA, LL. B. (Hons.)
SEMESTER VI
SOCIOLOGY – IV- UL06CBAH01
(4 Credits, 60 Hours)

Resource Persons (Guest Lectures): Academia

Unit: I Social Disorganization

Unit: II Juvenile Delinquency, Youth unrest

Youth unrest, causes of youth unrest, Types of youth unrest. Growth of youth unrest in India. Remedies for youth unrest.

Unit : III Problems of unemployment & problem of Poverty

Unit : IV Social Policy & Social Thoughts
What is social policy? Contribution of sociology of social policy. Social planning. Limitation of social planning, obstacles of social planning.

Auguste Comte and his thoughts, main work of Auguste Comte, Positive philosophy & Positive Polity.

References:
(1) Anthony Gidden: Sociology 6th ed. Wiley India Ltd. New Delhi
(2) C.N. Shanker Rao: Sociology, S.Chand &Co Ltd, New Delhi
(3) Harry Johnson: An introduction to Sociology, Mc Graw-Hill

Evaluation components
Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers.
Sardar Patel University  
BA, LL. B. (Hons.)  
SEMIESTER VI  
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION- UL06CBAH02  
(4 Credits, 60 Hours)

Resource Persons (Guest Lectures): Academia

Objectives

Broadly speaking, Public Administration embraces all the activities of the government. In the modern welfare state people expect many things – a wide variety of services and protection from the government. In this context public administration provides a number of welfare and social security services to the people. Besides, it has to manage government owned industries and regulate private industries. Thus, the scope of public administration is very wide in modern state. This syllabus is also helpful for UPSC, SSC or other competitive examination.

UNIT -1 Introduction

Meaning, Nature, scope of public Administration
Evolution of public Administration (Arthasastra to IAS)
Principles of Public Administration

UNIT -2 Legal Administrations

Administrative law, Regulation and Reforms
Bureaucracy: theories types and Roles; Max Weber and his critics
Role of bureaucrats in the Administration and Responsibilities

UNIT -4 Governance

Good governance
Panchayati raj – 73rd and 74th Amendment, Ashok Mehta .LM Singhvi ,
Balwant Rai Mehta commitee
Center – state relation and its tension area

UNIT -3 Budgeting

National development council
Budgetary process

Reference:
Avasthy and Maheshwari , Public Administration, Oxford University Press,
Jack Rabin, Hand Book of Public Administration, CRC Taylor and Frances.
Rumki Basu, public administration concept and theories, sterling publishers private limited
Public administration in India, Padma Ramachandran, National Book Trust
Public administration in India: The higher civil service: Shriram Maheshwari, Oxford
Public Administration in India, Krishna K. Tumala, Allied Publishers LTD

Maximum marks allotted for the paper is 100 out of which 50% is allotted for semester end examination and 50% for continuous evaluation by the concerned course teachers